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ABSTRACT
Energy dependent proteolysis is a critical method of cellular regulation for all forms of
life. The AAA+ proteases ClpXP and ClpAP in E. coli function in this capacity by
facilitating the denaturation and degradation of target substrates. These proteolytic
enzymes degrade hundreds of different proteins. Determining how the activities of these
proteases are regulated in the cell as well as learning how these enzymes bind and engage
substrates are important goals.
In order to better understand how the degradation of ClpXP and ClpAP is regulated, I
studied their contributions to ssrA-tagged protein degradation in the cell. Using GFP-ssrA
expressed from the chromosome as a degradation reporter, the effects of altered
concentrations of different protease components or adaptor proteins were explored. I
found that both ClpXP and ClpAP could degrade GFP-ssrA in the cell and that increased
levels of CIpAP in stationary phase resulted in increased degradation of ssrA-tagged
substrates. I also demonstrated that wild-type levels of the adaptor proteins SspB and
ClpS do not fully inhibit ClpAP degradation of GFP-ssrA.
To better understand how the ClpXP enzyme binds substrates, I took a mutagenic
approach. The "RKH" loops surround the entrance to the central pore of the ClpX
hexamer and are highly conserved in the ClpX subfamily of AAA+ ATPases. I
discovered that a mutation within the RKH loop of ClpX changes substrate specificity by
300-fold, resulting in decreased degradation of ssrA-tagged substrates but improved
degradation of proteins with other classes of degradation signals. My results show that
the RKH loops recognize the C-terminal carboxylate of the ssrA tag and suggest that
ClpX specificity represents an evolutionary compromise that has optimized degradation
of multiple types of substrates rather than any single class.
Thesis Supervisor: Robert T. Sauer
Title: Salvador E. Luria Professor of Biology
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CHAPTER ONE
The AAA+ proteases and their role in substrate degradation
All organisms need to be able to adapt to a changing environment. This challenge is faced
by life not only at the organismal level but also at the cellular level. For bacteria,
physiological responses must occur quickly in order to insure survival during times of
stress or environmental flux, and many of these responses involve altering the proteome.
The levels of specific proteins can be raised by increased rates of synthesis or by
maintaining a constant synthesis rate and decreasing their rates of degradation. Decreased
synthesis coupled with growth allows reductions in protein levels but can take many
generations to reach steady state unless the existing protein molecules are also degraded.
Thus, the regulated degradation of proteins is important for environmental adaptation of
bacteria. As discussed below, intracellular protein degradation can also be critical for
normal physiological and housekeeping functions.
There are a number of ways that a cell can use protein degradation as a means to adjust
the cellular environment. One of the foremost actions that proteases take is to control the
levels of key regulatory molecules within the cell. During periods of stress, the levels of
specific proteins are increased to allow the cell to adapt to harsh environmental
conditions. Some of these proteins are actually harmful for cellular growth, and proteases
help in their removal after normal environmental conditions return (Neher et al., 2006).
This same idea applies to the regulation of other events within the cell. As an example,
completion of cellular division in some bacteria requires the timed proteolysis of key
protein molecules (Jenal and Fuchs, 1998; Fischer et al., 2002). In addition to the
degradation of regulatory molecules, cellular proteolysis also allows for the removal of
non-functional or damaged proteins. Denatured, aggregated, and mistranslated proteins,
which serve no functional benefit and could potentially be toxic, are targeted by proteases
for removal from the cell (Wickner et al., 1999). These housekeeping functions not only
protect the cell from potentially harmful aggregates and incomplete proteins, but they
also serve as a way for the cell to efficiently recycle its limited resources (Keiler et al.,
1996).
SsrA-mediated ribosome rescue
As noted above, proteolysis plays a role in a wide range of activities in bacteria.
Moreover, degradation can be highly specific. How do cellular proteases degrade target
proteins selectively and efficiently? There are a number of methods that the cell uses to
perform this function, but one system of particular interest is the ssrA system for
ribosome rescue and protein tagging. Ribosomes can stall during translation at the ends of
broken or damaged mRNA messages, at stop codons because translation termination is
inefficient, and at rare codons because the cognate tRNA is scarce (Roche and Sauer,
1999, 2001; Hayes et al., 2002; Collier et al., 2002; Sunohara et al., 2002). After stalling,
ssrA RNA, which is also known as tmRNA, mediates the co-translational addition of a C-
terminal peptide tag to the partially translated protein as illustrated in figure 1 (Keiler et
al., 1996). This action both frees the stalled ribosome from the problematic mRNA and
marks the nascent polypeptide for degradation via the ssrA peptide tag.
Genes encoding ssrA and its dedicated protein partner, smpB, are widespread throughout
bacteria. All sequenced eubacterial genomes code for this system of translational
tmnRNA-Ala
stalled ribosome
protein tagged
for degradation
rescued ribosomal
subunits
recognition by tmnRNA
translation of ORF
and termination
Figure 1: Model of tmRNA (ssrA) function in ribosome rescue. tmRNA charged with
alanine binds to the empty A site of a ribosome that has stalled during translation. The
nascent polypeptide chain is subsequently transferred to tmRNA and the tmRNA ORF
mediates the co-translational addition of a C-terminal peptide tag to the partially
translated protein. After translation has completed, the tagged protein is released from the
ribosome.
monitoring, suggesting that it is a staple component in this domain of life (Keiler et al.,
2000; Withey and Friedman, 2003). The ssrA system has been shown to be essential in
some bacteria, including Neisseria gonorrhoeae and Mycoplasma sp. (Huang et al., 2000;
Hutchison et al., 1999). In Caulobacter crescentus, this system is required for normal
timing of the GI-to-S phase transition in cell cycle control, whereas ribosome rescue in
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of tmRNA
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Bacillus subtilis is needed for viability under severe stress conditions (Keiler and
Shapiro, 2003; Muto et al., 2000). Escherichia coli suffer decreased growth rates and
become more susceptible to heat shock and certain antibiotics when ssrA is absent. The
ssrA system solves two problems at once by preventing depletion of active ribosomes
because of failed translation events and by providing a mechanism by which the products
of these failed events can be efficiently degraded.
The degradation of ssrA-tagged substrates
The ssrA system for ribosome rescue and protein tagging has been extensively studied in
E. coli, where it was first discovered. During rescue, an eleven amino-acid peptide
sequence (AANDENYALAA) is co-translationally added to the C-terminus of the
nascent polypeptide (Tu et al., 1995; Keiler et al., 1996). This sequence, which is called
the ssrA tag, subsequently targets the protein for degradation by various proteases within
the cell. For example, an ssrA-tagged variant of the amino-terminal domain of X cl
repressor was shown to be subject to degradation by two cytoplasmic E. coli proteases,
ClpXP and ClpAP, both in vivo and in vitro (Gottesman et al., 1998). Degradation was
not observed if the C-terminal residues of the ssrA tag were mutated from AA to DD.
The membrane-bound FtsH protease also degrades substrates with ssrA-like tags in vivo
and in vitro (Herman et al., 1998). ClpXP and ClpAP have been shown to degrade a wide
variety of ssrA-tagged substrates, including native proteins with very stable structures
(Weber-Ban et al., 1999; Kim et al., 2000; Burton et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2001; Kenniston
et al., 2003). FtsH, by contrast, appears to be active against unfolded or weakly folded
proteins and is thought to function primarily against proteins in the inner bacterial
membrane (Herman et al., 2003). SsrA-tagged proteins that are exported to the periplasm
are degraded by the Tsp protease (Keiler et al., 1996).
When I began my thesis work, there were conflicting literature reports concerning the
cytoplasmic degradation of ssrA-tagged proteins. Although Gottesman et al. (1998)
reported degradation of one ssrA-tagged substrate by ClpXP and ClpAP, Bohn et al.
(2002) found that ClpXP appeared to be the only protease that degraded another ssrA-
tagged substrate in E. coli. Attempts to correlate proteolytic activities in vivo and in vitro
were further complicated by the discovery of two adaptor proteins, SspB and ClpS, that
either increased or decreased degradation of ssrA-tagged substrates by ClpXP and ClpAP
(Levchenko et al., 2000; Dougan et al., 2002). The experiments described in Chapter 2 of
this thesis were motivated by a number of questions surrounding the degradation of ssrA-
tagged proteins. What cytoplasmic proteases actively degrade ssrA-tagged substrates in
the cell? How is this degradation regulated? Do adaptor proteins help to regulate these
protease activities? Does this regulation change under different growth conditions? The
experiments described in Chapter 3 address the mechanism by which ClpXP initially
engages and binds ssrA-tagged substrates. In the remaining portions of this introductory
chapter, I will review current understanding of the mechanisms used by ClpXP, ClpAP,
and related proteases to recognize and degrade specific proteins.
The AAA+ proteases
AAA+ ATPases (ATPases Associated with various cellular Activities) utilize ATP
hydrolysis to power a number of different processes within the cell, including
transporting cargo along microtubules, secreting proteins, translocating DNA, and
resolubilizing protein aggregates. In addition, some AAA+ family members function as
the regulatory components of compartmentalized ATP-dependent proteases. These
AAA+ proteases bind target proteins selectively and then couple the energy of ATP
hydrolysis to conformational changes that initially unfold the bound protein and
subsequently translocate the unfolded substrate into an internal chamber of an associated
peptidase for degradation.
AAA+ proteases are composed of both an ATP-dependent unfoldase and a barrel-like
peptidase, with the proteolytic active sites sequestered in an internal chamber. Both
components are active as multimers. The AAA+ domains of the ATPases form hexameric
rings, and the peptidases are generally constructed from rings of six or seven subunits.
There are five ATP-dependent proteases in E coli: ClpXP, ClpAP, HsIUV, Lon, and FtsH
(Neuwald, et al., 1999; Gottesman, 1996). All of these enzymes are cytoplasmic except
for FtsH, which is anchored to the cytoplasmic face of the inner membrane (Tomoyasu et
al., 1993). ClpXP, CIpAP, and HslUV contain two separate protein chains (Katayama-
Fujimura et al., 1987; Wojtkowiak et al., 1993; Rohrwild et al., 1996). ClpX, ClpA, and
HslU function as ATP-dependent chaperones that specifically engage target proteins,
unfold them, and then translocate them into the interior compartment of their associated
peptidases. ClpP, a serine protease, receives unfolded proteins from ClpA and ClpX,
whereas HslV, a threonine protease, receives unfolded proteins from HslU. FtsH and Lon
differ from the other protease complexes in that their unfoldase and peptidase activities
are all contained within a single polypeptide chain. Although ClpXP, ClpAP, HslUV,
Lon, and FtsH each contain a peptidase and at least one AAA+ ATPase domain, these
enzymes have additional family-specific domains. For example, the ClpX polypeptide
contains an N-terminal domain and a single AAA+ domain (Gottesman et al., 1993).
ClpA contains a different type of N-domain and has two distinct AAA+ domains, which
form a double-ring structure in the hexamer (Gottesman et al., 1990; Guo et al., 2002).
The design of ClpP and HslV ensures that proteins must be denatured by their partner
unfoldases to reach the degradation compartment of the protease. ClpP is a homo-
tetradecamer composed of two heptameric rings stacked face-to-face (Fig. 2; Wang et al.,
1997). Each monomer contains an active site with a Ser, Asp, His catalytic triad. The
barrel-like architecture of ClpP14 creates an interior cavity (diameter 51 A). The
concentration of active sites in this small chamber is close to 0.5 mM (Wang et al., 1997),
ensuring that polypeptides that enter are efficiently cleaved into peptides 5-20 amino
acids in length (Thompson and Maurizi, 1994). Two axial pores (diameter z10 A) serve
as the entrance portals into the internal proteolytic chamber. The small diameter of these
pores restricts access to the lumen to only small peptides in the absence of the ClpX or
ClpA unfoldases (Thompson et al., 1994). Native proteins, even the smallest ones, are too
big to pass through the ClpP pore and therefore cannot enter the degradation chamber
(Wang et al., 1997). In the ClpAP and ClpXP proteases, ClpA and ClpX control substrate
threading through the ClpP pores and thus determine the specificity of degradation.
ClpX 6
Top-down view into
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the channel
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Top-down view into the channel
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Side view of the ClpX 6P14 complex
Figure 2: Architecture of the ClpXP protease. (A) ClpX AAA+ ATPase hexamer
modeled from the crystal structure of a H. pylori ClpX monomer (PDB 1UM8, Kim and
Kim, 2003). This view shows alternating subunits colored blue and orange forming a
symmetric ring with a channel through the center. (B) Crystal structure of one heptameric
ring from the E. coli ClpP protease (PDB 1TYF, Wang et al., 1997). The ClpP subunits
are alternatingly colored green and red to highlight the monomers. (C) ClpXP protease
modeled by aligning the axial pores of ClpX and ClpP.
How do unfoldases like ClpA and ClpX function to provide substrates to ClpP? These
hexameric ATPases dock with one heptameric ring of the ClpP tetradecamer. This
docking is made possible, at least in part, by flexible IGF/IGL loops which extend from
each subunit of the unfoldase and can bind in hydrophobic pockets on the ClpP rings
(Wang et al., 1997; Kim et al., 2001; Singh et al., 2001). Each hexameric unfoldase has a
cylindrical structure with a narrow axial pore that forms a passage through the ring (Fig.
2; Kim and Kim, 2003). This axial pore, like the ones in ClpP, is too narrow to allow
passage of folded proteins. The docking of ClpA or ClpX with ClpP aligns the pore of the
unfoldase with the entry pore into the peptidase. Degradation of a native protein substrate
requires initial binding to the unfoldase, a subsequent denaturation step, and finally
translocation through the central passage directly into the lumen of ClpP for proteolysis
(Fig. 3). The mechanism by which these enzymes unfold native substrates is an active
area of investigation, but it is clear that ATP hydrolysis is coupled to unfolding. The most
accepted model of action suggests that an exposed peptide tag on the substrate binds in
the axial pore, where conformational changes driven by ATP hydrolysis begin to pull the
tag further into the pore (Lee et al., 2001; Kenniston et al., 2003). If the protein is already
unfolded, then it is simply translocated through the pore. For a folded protein, a
mechanical force arises when the enzyme tries to pull the native portion of the substrate
through the small pore. This force, which may have to be applied many times, eventually
disrupts the tertiary structure leading to denaturation and subsequent translocation into
the protease.
ClpX
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Figure 3: Protein degradation by the ClpXP protease. The front half of ClpXP has been
removed in this diagram to better display the interior channel of the protease. ClpX first
engages a substrate by binding its peptide degradation tag. ATP hydrolysis then fuels the
denaturation and translocation of the substrate into the lumen of ClpP, where it is
degraded into peptide fragments which are subsequently released.
ClpXP and ClpAP are powerful machines capable of unfolding and degrading proteins
with very stable tertiary structures (Weber-Ban et al., 1999; Kim et al., 2000; Singh et al.,
2000; Burton et al., 2001; Kenniston et al., 2003). Thus, substrate selectivity is largely
determined by the ability of these enzymes to engage the proper substrates. There are two
paradigms for substrate recognition. The first is based on enzyme binding to a peptide
tag, exposed somewhere in the substrate protein. The second is the use of adaptor
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proteins to enhance or repress proteolytic recognition of specific target proteins. These
mechanisms are described in greater detail below.
Degradation Tags
The most basic mechanism by which a protein can be targeted for bacterial degradation is
to have a peptide tag in its sequence that can be bound by a AAA+ protease. Such
"degradation" tags are typically found at the N-terminus or C-terminus of proteins, but
they can also be present in exposed loops or in linkers between domains. There are many
examples in which degradation of a prokaryotic protein is mediated by a peptide tag
(Keiler et al., 1996; Laachouch et al., 1996; Levchenko et al., 1997; Gonciarz-Swiatek et
al., 1999; Wang et al., 1999; Hoskins et al., 2000; Gonzalez et al., 2000). For the ClpXP
protease of E. coli, proteomic experiments led to the discovery of five distinct classes of
degradation tags (Flynn et al., 2003). As shown in figure 4, three types of N-terminal tags
and two kinds of C-terminal tags were identified in these studies. These tags are typically
three to fifteen amino acids in length, with distinct sequence features that influence
ClpXP recognition. Some degradation signals, exemplified by the Cl class of C-terminal
tags, function as direct or primary determinants of degradation. The ssrA tag, which is the
best-characterized member of this class, appears to bind in the axial pore of ClpX (see
below), allowing this enzyme to engage and denature any attached protein. Indeed, a
peptide corresponding just to the ssrA tag binds to ClpX with gM affinity and can be
translocated directly into ClpP (Kim et al., 2000; Kenniston et al., 2005). For substrates
with ssrA or related CI tags, only one initial contact point between the protease and
substrate is needed to ensure degradation.
N-motif 1 N-motif 2 N-motif 3
AtpD ATGKI- DadA MRVVI-5-V- Crl TLPSGHPK-
Dps STAKL- FabB MKRAV-5-I- DksA MQEGQNR-
GapA TIKV- IscR MRLTS-5-V- GIcB SQTITQSRLR-
XO TNTAKI- IscS MKLPI-5-A- KatE MSQHNEK-
C-motif 1 C-motif 2
ssrA -LAA MuA -RRKKAI
YdaM -LAA YbaQ -RAKKVA
RplJ -EAA RibB -HERKAS
LldD -NAA PcnB -HIKKAS
Figure 4: Five classes of ClpXP degradation tags (Flynn et al., 2003). Representative
ClpX recognition sequences from three classes of N-terminal tags and two types of C-
terminal tags are shown. Red colored residues are known to be important for ClpX
recognition and/or are conserved (Flynn et al., 2001).
Degradation tags can also serve as auxiliary binding sites that mediate tethering of the
substrate to a part of the protease other than the axial pore. However, because the
protease must still engage and unfold the substrate, multiple portions of the substrate
probably interact with the protease in these cases. The basic idea is that binding of a
tethering tag to the protease increases the local concentration of the substrate relative to
the enzyme, thereby allowing the protease pore to engage another (potentially much
weaker) peptide signal in the substrate. This mode of action is observed for the
UmuD/UmuD' heterodimer (Neher et al., 2003a). The UmuD subunit (which has 24 N-
terminal residues that are missing in UmuD') tethers the heterodimer to the N-terminal
domain of ClpX, allowing engagement of a weak degradation tag in the UmuD' subunit.
UmuD/UmuD homodimers are also substrates for ClpXP degradation, but
UmuD'/UmuD' homodimers are not degraded because they lack the tethering tag. In
general, binding of a protein to a AAA+ protease via a tethering tag will only result in
degradation if a second peptide signal is also displayed in a geometric position that
allows engagement. It should be noted that some of the five classes of ClpXP degradation
tags may function as tethering sequences rather than as direct degradation signals.
Another method of controlling protein degradation involves the use of conditionally
cryptic degradation tags. Cryptic tags are stretches of residues that are obscured or hidden
until a change such as unfolding, subunit dissociation, or cleavage by another protease
reveals these signals and allows them to function as a degradation tag. An example of this
mechanism occurs during the SOS response in E. coli. Intact LexA, a repressor of the
SOS system, is not subject to degradation under normal conditions but contains cryptic
degradation signals. When DNA damage occurs, LexA undergoes autocleavage to
generate N-terminal and C-terminal fragments that are now substrates for degradation.
For example, autocleavage leaves an exposed VAA sequence at the C-terminus of the N-
terminal LexA fragment. This sequence, which is a Cl degradation motif, then targets the
fragment for ClpXP degradation (Flynn et al., 2003; Neher et al., 2003b). These
mechanisms provide a built-in method of regulating LexA levels and repressor activities
in response to changes in the cellular environment. The use of cryptic degradation signals
allows for powerful temporal and environmental control over protein levels.
Adaptor Proteins
In addition to the use of peptide sequences to target direct binding of a substrate to the
protease, adaptor proteins also can play a role in either assisting or preventing a protease
from engaging a target protein. Adaptors perform a wide variety of functions in the
regulation of proteolysis, but there is no single or canonical mode of adaptor action.
Indeed, adaptor activities can range from binding a substrate and tethering it to a AAA+
protease to binding the protease and preventing a given class of substrates from being
engaged by the enzyme.
One of the best-studied adaptor proteins is E. coli SspB. This homodimer (18 kDa per
subunit) consists of two substrate-binding domains, each with a flexible C-terminal
sequence that allows tethering to the N-terminal domain of the ClpXP protease (Wah et
al., 2003; Bolon et al., 2004). Only one dimer of SspB appears to bind to a hexamer of
ClpX at any given time (Wah et al., 2002). The substrate-binding domains of SspB
recognize peptide tags present in appropriate substrates, and the C-terminal SspB tails
then tether these substrates to ClpXP. This system is similar to the UmuD/D' system
discussed earlier. By binding to the substrate and protease, the adaptor increases the local
concentration of the substrate with respect to the protease, increasing the likelihood of
engagement and proteolysis. In fact, SspB was first discovered as a specificity-enhancing
factor for the degradation of ssrA-tagged substrates by ClpXP (Levchenko et al., 2000).
SspB-mediated delivery of an ssrA-tagged substrate to ClpXP decreases KM for
degradation by 5-fold to 10-fold, and also increases Vmax by about 20% (Levchenko et al.,
2000; Wah et al., 2003).
In E. coli, the ssrA-tag sequence is AANDENYALAA-cooH. The C-terminal LAA is
recognized by ClpXP, whereas SspB recognizes the AANDENY portion of the tag
(Flynn et al., 2001). In the crystal structure of SspB bound to a ssrA tag peptide, the
terminal LAA residues are disordered and thus are presumed to be free to interact with
ClpXP (Levchenko et al., 2005; Song and Eck, 2005). In fact, SspB with a bound ssrA
peptide binds ClpX almost 50-times tighter than does SspB alone, providing evidence
that the ssrA tag can contact ClpX in ternary complexes with SspB (Bolon et al., 2004).
Interestingly, SspB also affects degradation of ssrA-tagged substrates by ClpAP. ClpA
and SspB recognize some of the same sequence determinants in the ssrA tag, and the
presence of SspB inhibits the ClpAP degradation of ssrA-tagged substrates in vitro
(Flynn et al., 2001). These results suggest that SspB could perform a dual role in the cell,
preventing interaction of ssrA-tagged substrates with ClpAP and shuttling them instead to
ClpXP for degradation.
Another adaptor protein, ClpS, also negatively regulates ClpAP degradation of ssrA-
tagged substrates, adding an additional layer of complexity to the system (Dougan et al.,
2002). Six ClpS monomers (12 kDa each) can bind to a ClpA hexamer. The
ClpS6*ClpAP complex is unable to degrade ssrA-tagged substrates but acquires an
enhanced ability to degrade other substrates, including heat-aggregated substrates and N-
end rule substrates (Dougan et al., 2002; Erbse et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2007). In
addition, ClpS inhibits ClpAP-mediated self-degradation of ClpA in vitro and has been
reported to have the same activity in vivo (Dougan et al., 2002). Thus, ClpS appears to
function as a molecular "switch" for ClpA substrate specificity but has no effect on
ClpXP substrate specificity. Although these adaptor systems have been characterized in
vitro, their function in the cell is less clear. The existence of proteins such as SspB and
CIpS suggests that ssrA-based protein degradation is likely to be regulated in the cell.
However, little is known about the potential regulatory circuits, whether regulation or
capacity is influenced by growth phase, or whether both ClpXP and ClpAP are active in
degrading ssrA-tagged proteins under normal cellular conditions.
Interestingly, during substrate delivery, neither SspB nor ClpS itself is degraded even
though these proteins work in close proximity to ClpXP and ClpAP. This finding
reinforces the idea that tethering of a protein to a AAA+ protease is not sufficient, by
itself, to result in degradation of the protein. Some adaptors are, however, degraded by
their respective proteases. For example, MecA, an adaptor for B. subtilis CIpCP is also a
substrate for the protease (Turgay et al., 1997; Turgay et al., 1998). In vitro experiments
have shown that after a pool of deliverable substrate is degraded by ClpCP there is
subsequent degradation of the MecA adaptor (Schlothauer et al., 2003). The active
proteolysis of a protease adaptor by the enzyme could present interesting opportunities
for regulatory control.
Eukaryotic Systems
The sections above highlight some of the common mechanisms that bacteria use to target
substrates for cytoplasmic degradation. Many of the same principles characterize ATP-
dependent protein degradation in eukaryotes, where energy-dependent proteolysis is
mainly carried out by a large, multi-subunit protease called the 26S proteasome
(reviewed in Voges et al., 1999). Although the proteasome is larger and has many more
types of subunits, its basic design is similar to that of bacterial AAA+ proteases. A 20S
core particle serves as the peptidase, with the active sites sequestered in an interior
chamber at the center of a barrel-shaped structure. An associated 19S subunit contains a
hexameric ring consisting of six different AAA+ ATPases as well as many regulatory
subunits. The 19S complex is responsible for recognition, unfolding, and translocation of
substrates into the 20S peptidase. Proteins are targeted for proteasomal degradation by
enzymatic post-translational modifications that result in covalent addition of a poly-
protein chain of ubiquitin (a 17-kDa protein) to the target molecule (Chau et al., 1989;
Finley et al., 1994; Pickart, 2000; Thrower and Hoffman, 2000). The poly-ubiquitin chain
serves to tether the modified protein to the 19S regulatory particle (Lam et al., 2002).
This localizes the substrate to the proteasome in much the same way that SspB localizes
ssrA-tagged proteins to ClpXP. Once bound, the AAA+ unfoldase subunits of the 19S
particle then engage weakly folded or unfolded portions of the substrate, leading to
denaturation and translocation of the substrate into the sequestered lumen of the 20S
particle for proteolysis. The poly-ubiquitin chain that tethers the protein to the
proteasome is not degraded because it is enzymatically removed prior to substrate
degradation (Papa and Hochstrasser, 1993; Eytan et al., 1993).
The central role of ubiquitination means that most control of degradation in eukaryotes
occurs at the level of recognition of potential substrates by the enzymes that add the
ubiquitin chains. This allows the proteasome to use a generic substrate-binding site and to
degrade virtually any poly-ubiquitinated protein. Although the basic architectural and
mechanistic principles of degradation are similar in eukaryotic and prokaryotic systems,
the detailed mechanisms of substrate recruitment are obviously different.
Recognition of peptide tags by bacterial AAA+ ATPases
Most enzymes have exquisite substrate specificity and recognize only a limited number
of chemically related substrates. The ATPases of some AAA+ proteases, however, seem
to provide an exception to this general rule. ClpX alone interacts with five different
classes of degradation tags (Flynn et al., 2003). Biologically, such diversity could be
extremely useful in allowing degradation to be differentially regulated in response to
changing physiological needs. For example, proteolysis of substrates with a particular
type of degradation tag could be up or down-regulated under specific circumstances.
However, substrate diversity raises a number of structural and biochemical questions.
How does one enzyme recognize and bind to all of these different classes of tags? Do all
classes of substrate tags bind to a common site or are there distinct sites that engage each
different class of substrate? Which substrates need to bind to more than one site on a
protease for proper proteolysis to take place? Are some degradation signals recognized
initially by one site on the protease and then handed off to a second site? For AAA+
proteases, the answers to most of these questions are still unknown. To date, there is no
crystal structure showing any substrate bound to a AAA+ protease. In addition, the
existence of five distinct AAA+ proteases in E .coli suggests that mechanisms may vary
for different proteases as well as for different substrates.
Knowing how AAA+ unfoldases bind to their cognate substrates is important for a deeper
understanding of the mechanisms that govern initial substrate recognition and then
unfolding and degradation. In bacteria, recognition of ssrA-tagged proteins by ClpXP and
ClpAP has been characterized in the greatest detail, but much remains to be learned. For
ClpXP, the last three residues (LAA) and the a-carboxyl group of the ssrA tag are key for
targeting a protein for degradation (Kim et al., 2000; Flynn et al., 2001). In fact, adding
just LAA to the C-terminus of a protein that is not a ClpXP substrate will render it
susceptible to ClpXP degradation (P. Chien, personal communication). Thus, a simple
tripeptide at the C-terminus of a protein must be sufficient for ClpX to bind this substrate,
unfold it, and translocate the unfolded chain into ClpP for degradation.
In the absence of direct structural information, what part of ClpX is most likely to bind
the ssrA tag initially? Because unfolded substrates must eventually pass through the axial
channel of ClpX to reach ClpP, the simplest model is that the LAA of an ssrA-tagged
substrate binds somewhere in this channel. Consistently, electron-microscopy studies
have shown that folded substrates are bound very close to the axial pore of ClpX (Ortega
et al., 2000; 2002). The axial pores of all AAA+ unfoldases are lined by peptide loops
that could provide the contacts necessary for initial substrate binding. Conformational
changes in these pore loops, driven by the ATPase cycle, could subsequently mediate
unfolding of native substrates and translocation into ClpP. Studies probing the role of
some of these pore loops in recognition of ssrA-tagged substrates by ClpX and ClpA
(Siddiqui et al., 2004; Hinnerwisch et al., 2005) are discussed below.
As noted previously, the functional form of ClpA is a hexameric ring. Each ClpA subunit
consists of an N-domain, followed by one AAA+ domain (called DI), and then a second
AAA+ domain (called D2). The ClpA hexamer can be viewed as containing two stacked
rings, formed by the D1 and D2 domains respectively (Guo et al., 2002). The ClpA N-
domains appear to be flexibly linked to this double-ring hexamer. In ClpAP, the D2 ring
of ClpA stacks coaxially with one heptameric ring of ClpP. Hinnerwisch et al. (2005)
found that sequences near the ssrA tag of GFP-ssrA (green fluorescent protein with a C-
terminal ssrA tag) could be chemically crosslinked to an axial pore loop in the ClpA D2
domain. Mutations within this D2 loop abolished GFP-ssrA recognition, whereas
mutations just outside the loop preserved binding but prevented translocation and
degradation. Mutational analysis also suggested that two loops from the proximal Dl
domain might play roles in interactions of ClpA with ssrA-tagged substrates. DI -loop
mutations prevented CIpA binding to ssrA-tagged proteins but also prevented degradation
of substrates with different types of degradation tags (Hinnerwisch et al., 2005). As a
consequence, these mutations may lead to global structural defects rather than to local
perturbation of a binding site for the ssrA tag.
The hexameric ring of ClpX is built from a single AAA+ domain with an attached N-
terminal domain, which is unique to CIpX and serves as the docking site for SspB (Wah
et al., 2003; Dougan et al., 2003). The axial pore of ClpX contains three types of loops,
which may play roles in substrate binding and translocation (Fig. 5). At the top of the
pore, where a substrate would first enter, is a loop sequence that is highly conserved in all
bacterial CIpX orthologs. This loop contains a signature "RKH" sequence near the
middle and, for this reason, is sometimes called the "basic" loop. A potential
conformation for the basic loop in a ClpX hexamer has been modeled, but this sequence
is disordered in the crystal structure of the Helicobacter pylori ClpX subunit (Kim and
Kim, 2003). In chapter 3, I present evidence that the RKH loop of E. coli ClpX is
involved in recognition of the ot-carboxylate of the ssrA tag.
Two additional loops line the axial pore of CIpX. The pore-I loop is located about
halfway down the pore, and the pore-2 loop is located at the bottom of the pore, where it
is positioned to interact with ClpP. The pore-1 loop contains a GYVG motif, which is
also present in the CIpA D2 loop and in HslU. Moreover, related loop sequences are
found in Lon and FtsH. Siddiqui et al. (2004) screened mutations at the tyrosine and
valine positions of the GYVG motif in ClpX. A mutant with a tyrosine to alanine
substitution (GAVG) had near wild-type levels of ATP hydrolysis, and bound CIpP, but
showed no ability to degrade ClpXP substrates of any type either in vivo or in vitro. This
phenotype could be caused by severe impairment of substrate recognition or
translocation. Changing valine to phenylalanine in the pore-1 loop (GYFG) specifically
affected degradation of ssrA-tagged and other C-motif 1 substrates. This mutant also
maintained near wild-type levels of ATP hydrolysis, and bound ClpP, but displayed large
increases in KM (>100-fold) and decreases in Vmax (z5-fold) for degradation of C-motif 1
substrates. These substantial defects in substrate recognition and processing were not
observed with other classes of ClpXP substrate. For example, substrates with NI, N2 or
N3 degradation tags were degraded at rates similar to wild-type, and a substrate with a C2
N-domain
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Figure 5: Diagram of loop positions within ClpX. Two out of the six ClpX subunits are
shown above along with the relative positions of the N-domain, basic loop, pore-1 loop,
and pore-2 loop. Substrates should enter the ClpX pore at the top, close to the location of
the basic loop.
tag was degraded at rate roughly 30% of normal. Thus, the GYVG loop appears to be
important in binding ssrA-tagged and other C-motif 1 substrates. In addition, this loop
seems to play a role in engaging C-motif 1 substrates, as the GYFG ClpX mutant showed
a reduced Vma. for native and unfolded CI substrates. Because this mutant degraded other
types of CIpXP substrates at wild-type rates, the observed reduction in the saturated rate
degradation of unfolded Cl substrates can not be caused by a general defect in
translocation. Recent studies have also shown that mutations in the pore-2 loop of ClpX
cause defects both in the recognition of ssrA-tagged substrates and in the unfolding of
native substrates with other types of degradation tags (A. Martin, personal
communication). Thus, all three types of loops in the central channel of ClpX appear to
play roles in recognition of ssrA-tagged substrates. Because the RKH and pore-2 loops
are more than 30 A apart, this result suggests that engagement of the ssrA tag of a
substrate may require a staged set of interactions that begin at the top of the pore and end
when the LAA portion of tag reaches the bottom of the pore.
Research approach
This introductory chapter has provided an overview of the ClpX and ClpA unfoldases
with special consideration given to their role in degrading ssrA-tagged substrates. As
discussed above, many questions still remain concerning the degradation of ssrA-tagged
proteins in the cell. To begin to address these questions, I developed a system in E. coli
that uses chromosomally encoded GFP-ssrA as a reporter for degradation. GFP was
chosen for a number of reasons. First, it is a very stable protein that should not be
degraded at an appreciable rate in E. coli without the addition of a degradation tag.
Second, it is known that both CIpXP and ClpAP can degrade GFP-ssrA in vitro (Weber-
Ban et al., 1999; Kim et al., 2000). Finally, the fluorescent properties of GFP allow for a
variety of options in monitoring its cellular levels. A gene encoding GFP-ssrA was
inserted into the chromosome. To avoid swamping the degradation machinery and to
more closely mimic levels of ssrA-tagged proteins normally produced by tmRNA-
mediated ribosome rescue, GFP-ssrA expression levels were kept low. In separate strains,
GFP without an ssrA tag was expressed as a control. My results show that untagged GFP
is not degraded in the cell whereas GFP-ssrA is present at very low levels as assayed by
single-cell fluorescence and Western-blotting experiments, suggesting rapid degradation.
Using this system, I tested the role of different components of the proteolysis machinery
in degradation of GFP-ssrA (Chapter 2). Through a combination of genetic deletions of
clpA, clpX, and clpP, I learned that both ClpA and ClpX contribute to cellular GFP-ssrA
degradation. When both of these unfoldases are removed, GFP-ssrA becomes stabilized
suggesting that either ClpX or ClpA are required for the degradation of stably folded
ssrA-tagged substrates in E. coli. The roles of the adaptor proteins ClpS and SspB were
also explored. Because intracellular degradation of GFP-ssrA by CIpAP was observed, I
concluded that the normal cellular levels of SspB and ClpS do not inhibit ClpAP
completely. When overexpressed, however, both SspB and ClpS were found to fully
inhibit ClpAP-mediated degradation of GFP-ssrA. Degradation was also monitored as
cells transitioned from exponential to stationary phase growth to better understand how
these systems adapt to a changing environment. As E. coli enter stationary phase, there
was a marked increase in the cellular levels of ClpAP, which resulted in increased
degradation of GFP-ssrA.
In Chapter 3, I use ClpX mutants to address the role of the RKH loops in substrate
recognition. I found that an arginine to alanine mutant (AKH) displayed altered substrate
interactions. This single mutation caused a 300-fold change in substrate specificity, with
a marked decrease in affinity for ssrA-tagged substrates and an increase in affinity for the
other classes of ClpX substrates. My results also suggest that the RKH loop plays a role
in contacting the ot-carboxyl group of the ssrA tag. Decreasing the positive charge in the
RKH loop makes binding of this negatively charged carboxylate less favorable, and, at
the same time, appears to reduce electrostatic repulsion of degradation tags containing
positively charged groups. This work demonstrates the RKH loops play a major role in
substrate recognition and suggests that the substrate specificity of ClpX represents an
evolutionary compromise that has optimized degradation of multiple tags rather than any
single class.
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ABSTRACT
Degradation of ssrA-tagged proteins is a central feature of protein-quality control in all
bacteria. In E. coli, the ATP-dependent ClpXP and ClpAP proteases are thought to
participate in this process, but their relative contributions to degradation of ssrA-tagged
proteins in vivo have been uncertain because two adaptor proteins, ClpS and SspB, can
modulate proteolysis of these substrates. Here, intracellular levels of these protease
components and adaptors were determined during exponential growth and as cells
entered early stationary phase. Levels of ClpA and ClpP increased about three-fold
during this transition, whereas CIpX, ClpS, and SspB levels remained nearly constant.
Using GFP-ssrA expressed from the chromosome as a degradation reporter, the effects of
altered concentrations of different protease components or adaptor proteins were
explored. Both ClpXP and CIpAP degraded GFP-ssrA in the cell, demonstrating that
wild-type levels of SspB and ClpS do not inhibit ClpAP completely. Upon entry into
stationary phase, increased levels of ClpAP resulted in increased degradation of ssrA-
tagged substrates. As measured by maximum turnover rates, ClpXP degradation of GFP-
ssrA in vivo was significantly more efficient than in vitro. Surprisingly, ClpX-dependent
ClpP-independent degradation of GFP-ssrA was also observed. Thus, unfolding of this
substrate by ClpX appears to enhance intracellular degradation by other proteases.
INTRODUCTION
When Escherichia coli ribosomes stall during translation, the tmRNA or ssrA ribosome-
rescue system mediates addition of the sequence AANDENYALAA to the C-terminus of
the nascent polypeptide (Tu et al., 1995; Keiler et al., 1996; Karzai et al., 2000). This
peptide sequence, called the ssrA tag, targets the modified protein for degradation,
assuring protein quality control by preventing the accumulation of aberrant, unfinished
proteins (Keiler et al., 1996). Studies with purified proteins have shown that the E. coli
ClpAP, ClpXP, and FtsH proteases are all able to degrade ssrA-tagged proteins in ATP-
dependent reactions in vitro (Gottesman et al., 1998; Herman et al., 1998).
ClpXP and ClpAP degrade ssrA-tagged substrates regardless of their inherent
thermodynamic stabilities, whereas FtsH only degrades unstable or metastable ssrA-
tagged substrates (Weber-Ban et al., 1999; Kim et al., 2000; Burton et al., 2001; Lee et
al., 2001; Kenniston et al., 2003; Herman et al., 2003). For example, when an ssrA tag is
placed at the C-terminus of green-fluorescent protein, which is very stable to
denaturation, the resulting protein (GFP-ssrA) is degraded efficiently by ClpXP and
CIpAP in vitro but is not degraded by FtsH. In the CIpXP and CIpAP proteases, one
protein (ClpX or CIpA) forms a hexameric ATP-dependent unfoldase that recognizes
ssrA-tagged proteins and other substrates (for reviews, see Hoskins et al., 2001; Sauer et
al., 2004). These enzymes unfold native substrates and translocate the denatured
polypeptide into the degradation chamber of an associated peptidase, called CIpP, which
consists of two heptameric rings. Thus, the ClpXP and ClpAP proteases use distinct
hexameric ATPases for substrate recognition but employ a common peptidase for
degradation.
Intracellular degradation of ssrA-tagged proteins can also be controlled by the presence
or absence of specific adaptor proteins. For example, binding of six monomeric ClpS
adaptors to one ClpA hexamer prevents binding of ssrA-tagged proteins, thereby
blocking their degradation by ClpAP (Dougan et al., 2002). Another adaptor, SspB, binds
to the ssrA tags of substrates and tethers them to a ClpX hexamer, enhancing binding and
ClpXP degradation (Levchenko et al., 2000; 2003; Wah et al., 2002; 2003). By binding to
the ssrA tag of a substrate, SspB can also block its binding to and degradation by ClpAP
(Flynn et al., 2001). Although the activities of SspB and ClpS in modulating the ability of
ClpAP and ClpXP to degrade ssrA-tagged substrates in vitro have been clearly
demonstrated, the roles played by these adaptors in vivo are less obvious. Moreover, the
activities of ClpAP and ClpXP in degrading ssrA-tagged proteins in the cell are
controversial. One study suggests important roles for both proteases (Gottesman et al.
1998), whereas another concludes that CIpXP is the major factor and that ClpAP plays
little if any significant role (Bohn et al., 2002).
To address these issues, we developed a system using chromosomally encoded GFP-ssrA
as a reporter for intracellular degradation. We find that ClpXP and ClpAP are responsible
for most GFP-ssrA degradation in E. coli. Both the cellular levels of ClpA and ClpP and
the capacity of ClpAP to degrade GFP-ssrA increase as cells enter the early stages of
stationary phase. By contrast, the intracellular levels of ClpX, ClpS, and SspB remain
relatively constant as cells transit from exponential growth to stationary phase. Although
overexpression of ClpS or SspB can block CIpAP degradation of GFP-ssrA in vivo, the
wild-type levels of these adaptors do not inhibit ClpAP efficiently. We present evidence
for ClpX-dependent ClpP-independent degradation of GFP-ssrA levels, suggesting that
another intracellular protease degrades GFP-ssrA that has been transiently unfolded by
ClpX. Finally our studies indicate that the maximum rate at which ClpXP degrades GFP-
ssrA in vivo is higher than the comparable rate in vitro.
RESULTS
Intracellular levels of CIpA, ClpP, CIpS, ClpX, and SspB. We sought to determine the
intracellular levels of cytoplasmic proteases and adaptors known to be involved in
degradation of ssrA-tagged substrates in vitro and to monitor how these levels might
change with nutrient availability. For these studies, E. coli strain X90 was grown at 37 'C
in Neidhart's complete medium, a rich but defined broth, and samples were taken for
analysis during exponential growth and early stationary phase. Quantitative Western
blotting was used to measure the levels of ClpX, SspB, ClpA, and ClpP. For each
molecule, purified protein at different concentrations was used to generate a standard
curve. Comparison of the standard intensities with those of the cellular protein in the
extract allowed calculation of the intracellular concentration. Intracellular levels of ClpS
were determined by a competitive ELISA assay instead of Western blotting because the
latter assay had high background caused by cross reactivity.
During exponential-phase growth, there was enough intracellular ClpA to form an
average of 40-50 hexamers per cell (Fig. lA). As cells entered early stationary phase,
ClpA levels increased to a level of roughly 150 hexamers per cell (Fig. IA). ClpP levels
per cell also increased from an average of about 100 ClpP14 molecules during
exponential-phase growth to 250-300 ClpP14 molecules as cells entered early stationary
phase (Fig. 1A). By contrast, intracellular levels of ClpX and SspB changed far less,
rising only about 20% throughout the experiment. On average, there was enough ClpX to
form approximately 75-100 hexamers and enough SspB to form approximately 140-160
dimers per cell (Fig. 1IB). ClpS levels also remained relatively constant at 250-300
molecules per cell throughout the experiment (Fig. I B).
GFP-ssrA degradation in vivo. The degradation of GFP-ssrA by CIpXP and CIpAP has
been studied extensively in vitro, and fluorescence assays for monitoring GFP-ssrA levels
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Figure 1: Cellular levels of proteases and adaptor proteins associated with ssrA-tagged
protein degradation. (A) CIpP14 (U) and ClpA6 (0) levels throughout exponential and
early stationary phase growth as assayed by quantitative Western blotting. (B) ClpX6 (0)
and SspB2 (0) levels in exponential and early stationary phase growth were assayed by
quantitative Western blotting, and, CIpS (*) levels were determined by competitive
ELISA experiments.
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following overproduction from plasmids in vivo have been described (Andersen et al.,
1998; Weber-Ban et al., 1999; Kim et al., 2000; Singh et al., 2000; Bohn et al., 2002). To
develop a sensitive assay for intracellular degradation, we constructed strains in which a
single copy of a gene encoding either GFP-ssrA or GFP was inserted between two non-
essential genes, ybhD and ybhH, in the chromosome of E. coli X90. A synthetic promoter
was used to drive transcription of GFP-ssrA or GFP (Jensen and Hammer, 1998). In
initial experiments, flow cytometry was used to assay the fluorescence of a population of
individual bacteria expressing GFP, expressing GFP-ssrA, or lacking either protein (Fig.
2A). All populations displayed a distribution of single-cell fluorescence but the average
fluorescence was significantly higher in cells expressing GFP. Moreover, the
fluorescence properties of cells containing GFP-ssrA were similar to control cells with no
reporter protein. These results are consistent with the expectation that GFP-ssrA should
be rapidly degraded in vivo, whereas untagged GFP should be relatively stable.
Cells expressing GFP or GFP-ssrA from the chromosome were grown at 37 'C, and
levels of these proteins were assayed by Western blotting (Fig. 2B). GFP levels were
relatively constant at approximately 2,000 molecules per cell during exponential growth
but increased to 6,000-7,000 molecules per cell during entry into stationary phase. This
rise in GFP levels probably resulted from higher levels of transcription of its gene or
translation of its mRNA relative to other cellular genes or transcripts. As expected, GFP-
ssrA was present at much lower intracellular levels than GFP at all stages of growth (Fig.
2B). In fact, no distinct band corresponding to GFP-ssrA was observed on the Western
blot, and the value plotted in Fig. 2B represents the detection limit. The difference in the
steady-state levels of GFP and GFP-ssrA is determined by differences in their
degradation rates because their synthesis rates are essentially the same (see Discussion).
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Figure 2: Intracellular expression of GFP or GFP-ssrA. (A) Wild-type X90 cells or
otherwise isogenic strains expressing GFP (CF86) or GFP-ssrA (CF87) from a
chromosomal locus were collected at an OD 600 of 0.7, resuspended in ice-cold PBS, and
analyzed by flow cytometry to determine the distribution of fluorescence. (B) GFP levels
in CF86 or GFP-ssrA levels in CF87 were determined by quantitative Westerns
throughout exponential and early stationary phase growth. The dashed line represents the
minimum level at which GFP-ssrA can be confidently detected in this assay.
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Roles of CIpX, ClpA, and ClpP in degrading GFP-ssrA. ClpXP and ClpAP have been
proposed to be the major proteases that degrade ssrA-tagged substrates in vivo
(Gottesman et al., 1998). To test this hypothesis for GFP-ssrA, we determined GFP and
GFP-ssrA levels in clpA- clpX strains. The concentrations of the ssrA-tagged and
untagged GFP proteins were almost identical (Fig. 3A). This result demonstrates that the
CIpA and ClpX ATPases are required for most, if not all, intracellular degradation of
GFP-ssrA.
Interestingly, GFP levels were higher than GFP-ssrA levels in a clpP- strain but not in a
clpX clpP strain (Fig. 3A; Table 2). These results suggest that some degradation of
GFP-ssrA occurs in a ClpX-dependent ClpP-independent reaction. The E. coli FtsH
protease can degrade GFP-ssrA that has been unfolded by ClpX in vitro (Herman et al.,
2003). However, levels of GFP-ssrA were not increased in a clpFP- fisH- strain (with a
sJhC21 mutation to suppress ftsH- lethality) or in a clpP-F hslLT hslV- strain (Table 2).
GFP-ssrA levels in the clpP-F strain were also similar to those in a clpF lon- strain as
assayed by fluorescence in flow cytometry (Appendix A, Fig. 1). We also tested whether
ClpX unfolding of GFP-ssrA in vitro led to degradation by the purified Lon or HslUV
proteases, but no degradation was observed in either experiment (Appendix A, Fig. 2).
We conclude that an unknown protease or proteases cooperate with CIpX to degrade
ssrA-tagged proteins in the cell.
To probe the relative proteolytic contributions of ClpXP and ClpAP, levels of GFP-ssrA
and GFP were assayed in clpA- and clpX- strains (Fig. 3B; Table 2). In the clpX- cells,
GFP-ssrA levels (= 1,000 molecules) were roughly half those of GFP (= 2,000
molecules) during exponential growth. Hence, under these conditions, ClpAP appears to
degrade GFP-ssrA at a rate of roughly 1,000 molecules per cell per generation. Upon
entry of the clpX strain into the early stages of stationary phase, GFP-ssrA levels
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Figure 3: Effects of clpX, clpA, and clpP mutations on intracellular levels of GFP-ssrA or
GFP determined by quantitative Western blotting. (A) GFP levels were similar in clpF
(CF165)(A) and clpA-/clpX- (CF135)(O) strains. GFP-ssrA levels in the clpA-/clpX
strain (CF136)(Ei) were similar to GFP levels but those in the clpP- strain (CF166)(*)
were lower. (B) GFP-ssrA levels were lower in clpX- (CF 117) and clpA- (CF 133) strains
than GFP levels in otherwise isogenic strains (CF 16 and CF132).
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Table 1. Strains.
X90 E. coli F' lacl' lac'pro'/ara A(lac-pro) nalA argE(am) ri thi-
CF86 X90 with chromosomal GFP gene
CF87 X90 with chromosomal GFP-ssrA gene
Strains expressing GFP or GFP-ssrA from the chromosome
CF86 derivatives CF 87 derivatives
CF116 clpX::kan CF117 clpX::kan
CF132 clpA::kan CF133 clpA::kan
CF165 clpP::cat CF166 clpP::cat
CF135 clpX::tet clpA::kan CF136 clpX::tet clpA::kan
CF159 clpPX::kan CF160 clpPX::kan
CF170 clpX::kan pClpS CFI71 clpX::kan pClpS
CF193 clpX::kan pSspB CF194 clpX::kan pSspB
CF159 clpPX::kan CF160 clpPX::kan
CF173 clpP::cat lon::kan CF174 clpP::cat lon::kan
CF247 clpP::cat hslUV::tet CF248 clpP::cat hslUV::tet
CF177 clpP::catftsH::kan CF178 clpP::cat ftsH::kan
sfhc21zad220::tet sfhc21zad220::tet
CF242 clpX::kan clpA::cat CF245 clpX::kan clpA::cat
F' Plac-clpA F' PIac-clpA
CF146 clpS::cat CF147 clpS::cat
CF325 clpX::kan clpSA::cat CF326 clpX::kan clpSA::cat
F' Plac-clpA F' Pla-clpA
CF 183 sspB::cat CF 184 sspB::cat
CF189 clpX::kan sspB::cat CFI90 clpX::kan sspB::cat
X90 strains expressing GFP or GFP-ssrA from plasmid vectors
CF308 pGFP CF309 pGFP-ssrA
CF332 pGFP clpA::kan CF333 pGFP-ssrA clpA::kan
CF328 pGFP clpX::kan CF329 pGFP-ssrA clpX::kan
CF318 pGFP clpA::kan clpX::tet CF319 pGFP-ssrA clpA::kan clpX::tet
CF330 pGFP clpP::cat CF331 pGFP-ssrA clpP::cat
Table 2. Steady-state concentrations of GFP and GFP-ssrA. Values are molecules per
cell.
Strain GFP GFP-ssrA GFP stationary GFP-ssrA stationary
log-phase log-phase
expression of GFP or GFP-ssrA from chromosome
wild type 2,200 < 340 6,300 < 270
AclpXAclpA 2,200 2,300 5,600 5,500
AclpP 2,000 1,200 6,400 3,900
AclpP AftsH 1,700 1,000 6,700 3,600
AclpP AhslUV 1,700 1,000 6,600 4,200
AclpP AclpX 2,000 2,000 6,300 5,800
AclpX 2,000 1,000 6,600 350
AclpA 2,100 < 150 6,300 < 200
AclpX pClpS 1,700 1,900 4,900 3,700
AclpXpSspB 1,800 1,800 6,000 4,700
AclpX AsspB 1,900 1,100 5,600 500
AclpX AclpA 2,500 1,700 6,000 4,600
Pia-clpA
AclpX AclpS AclpA 2,100 600 4,500 1,000
Plac-clpA
expression of GFP or GFP-ssrA from plasmid
wild type 92,000 < 250 180,000 < 300
AclpA 110,000 5,000 150,000 5,000
AclpX 100,000 50,000 139,000 43,000
AclpA/AclpX 75,000 80,000 140,000 140,000
AclpP 79,000 69,000 89,000 66,000
increased transiently and then declined to undetectable levels (Fig. 3B). At the last time
points in this experiment, CIpAP appears to have degraded at least 6,000 molecules of
GFP-ssrA per cell per generation. Pulse-chase experiments in the clpX strain confirmed
that GFP-ssrA was degraded more rapidly during stationary phase than during
exponential growth (Fig. 4). Thus, both the intracellular levels of ClpA and C1pP and the
ability of ClpAP to degrade ssrA-tagged proteins increase substantially as cells enter
stationary phase. By contrast, GFP-ssrA levels were low and within error of the detection
threshold in the clpA- strain (Fig. 3B), indicating that ClpXP alone was sufficient to
degrade most of the GFP-ssrA expressed from the chromosomal locus.
Effect of constant ClpAP levels between exponential and stationary phase. Is the
enhanced activity of ClpAP in degrading GFP-ssrA during stationary-phase growth
caused by increased levels of this protease or do other factors also contribute? To address
this question, we recombined the ClpA-coding sequence into the lac operon of the F'
episome in a clpX clpA strain. In the final construct, the lacZ and lacY genes of the lac
operon were deleted, and the coding sequence for ClpA was placed under transcriptional
control of the lac promoter and translational control of the lacZ ribosome-binding site.
Western-blotting experiments showed that ClpA levels in this strain remained relatively
constant at approximately 50 hexamers per cell over the course of a growth curve
performed in the presence of 50 gM IPTG (Fig. 5A). This level of ClpA was similar to
that observed during exponential growth of the wild-type parent (Fig. 1). GFP-ssrA levels
in cells expressing the constant level of ClpA were about 1,000 molecules lower than
GFP levels both during exponential growth and in the early stages of stationary phase
(Fig. 5B), indicating that ClpAP degrades GFP-ssrA at similar rates throughout the
growth curve. These experiments indicate that increased levels of ClpAP are the major
factor in the increased degradation of GFP-ssrA that is observed upon entry into
stationary phase in clpX strains containing the wild-type clpA gene.
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Figure 4: The half-life of GFP-ssrA in a clpX strain. Pulse-chase experiments show that
GFP-ssrA has a longer half-life in the clpX strain (CF 117) during exponential phase
(OD 60oo 0.7 0) than during stationary phase (OD 6oo00 4 M).
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Figure 5: Cells expressing constant levels of CIpA. (A) Comparison of CIpA levels,
determined by quantitative Western blotting, in the clpX strains CF 11 l7 (ClpA expressed
from its normal promoter) and CF245 (ClpA expressed under control of the lac
promoter). Both strains were grown in rich, defined media supplemented with 50 jtM
IPTG. (B) GFP-ssrA levels in CF245 and GFP levels in the otherwise isogenic strain
CF242.
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Effects of adaptors on GFP-ssrA degradation. ClpAP degradation of GFP-ssrA in vitro
can be completely inhibited by SspB binding to the substrate or by ClpS binding to the
enzyme (Flynn et al., 2001; Dougan et al., 2002). Nevertheless, in clpX- cells, ClpAP
degrades from 1,000 to 6,000 molecules of GFP-ssrA per cell per generation depending
upon growth phase. This observation could be explained if the wild-type levels of the
SspB and ClpS adaptors were too low to sequester all of the available substrate or all of
the enzyme molecules. Alternatively, some fraction of CIpAP or GFP-ssrA could be
modified and thus resistant to adaptor-mediated inhibition. To test whether full inhibition
of ClpAP-degradation of GFP-ssrA could be achieved, we overproduced SspB or ClpS in
a clpX- strain. During exponential growth, overexpression of either adaptor increased
GFP-ssrA levels about two-fold to within error of GFP levels (Fig. 6A). These results
indicate that virtually all ClpAP degradation of GFP-ssrA can be blocked and show that
there are no substantial subpopulations of either the enzyme or the substrate that are
refractory to inhibition. We conclude that the intracellular levels of CIpS and SspB must
be too low to completely inhibit ClpAP degradation of GFP-ssrA.
During stationary phase, overexpression of SspB or ClpS in clpX cells caused even
larger increases (15 to 20-fold) in the levels of GFP-ssrA (Fig. 6B). Hence, the wild-type
adaptor levels are even less effective at inhibiting the increased concentrations of ClpAP
that accumulate during stationary phase. GFP-ssrA levels were undetectable under all
growth conditions tested when SspB or ClpS was overproduced in the clpX + clpA'
parent (Appendix A, Table 1). This result was expected, as CIpS does not inhibit ClpXP
degradation of GFP-ssrA in vitro (Dougan et al., 2002) and SspB actually enhances
CIpXP degradation of GFP-ssrA (Levchenko et al., 2000).
To investigate whether wild-type levels of SspB affect ClpAP degradation of GFP-ssrA,
we constructed a clpX- sspB - strain. No significant changes in GFP-ssrA levels were
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Figure 6: Effects of overexpressing ClpS and SspB on GFP-ssrA levels in clpX cells.
(A) Levels in exponential phase (OD 600 0.7). The GFP level in CF 116 (clpX-) is similar
to the GFP-ssrA levels in CF171 (clpX pClpS) and CF194 (clpX- pSspB) but higher
than the GFP-ssrA level in CF 117 (clpX-). CIpS expression was induced with 1 mM
IPTG. SspB expression was induced with 0.2% L-arabinose. (B) Same experiment as in
panel A but during stationary phase (OD 600 4).
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observed between clpX- and clpX sspB strains either in exponential or stationary
phase (Table 2). Thus, wild-type levels of SspB do not inhibit ClpAP degradation of
GFP-ssrA to any appreciable extent.
To probe the role of the ClpS adaptor, we initially constructed a clpX- clpS- strain but
found that CIpA levels were different than in wild-type cells. To obviate this problem, we
incorporated the F' Plac-clpA fusion into a clpX- clpS- clpA cell and grew the strain in
50 ýtM IPTG, which allowed expression of CIpA levels of approximately 50 hexamers
per cell throughout exponential and stationary-phase growth. GFP-ssrA levels in this
strain were distinctly lower than in an otherwise isogenic clpSi strain during exponential
and stationary phase (Table 2). These results indicate that wild-type ClpS levels partially
inhibit ClpAP degradation of GFP-ssrA.
High-level degradation of GFP-ssrA. To determine whether ClpXP and/or ClpAP could
degrade larger quantities of GFP-ssrA, we assayed levels in strains in which this substrate
or untagged GFP were expressed from plasmid vectors. In clpA- clpX - clpP strains
containing these plasmids, the levels of both GFP and GFP-ssrA were similar throughout
exponential (75,000-80,000 molecules) and stationary phase (140,000 molecules),
indicating again that degradation is dependent solely on the ClpX and ClpA unfoldases
(Table 2).
In clpA clpX ÷ clpP÷ strains containing overexpression plasmids, intracellular GFP-ssrA
levels were approximately 5,000 molecules (exponential and stationary), whereas the
corresponding GFP levels were 110,000 molecules (exponential) and 150,000 molecules
(stationary) (Table 2). We conclude that ClpXP can degrade at least 100,000 molecules
of GFP-ssrA per cell per generation.
In clpA+ clpX- clpP+ strains, GFP-ssrA levels ranged from 50,000 to 43,000 molecules
per cell (Table 2), whereas the corresponding levels of GFP were 100,000 and 139,000
molecules per cell. These results suggest that CIpAP can degrade approximately 50,000
molecules of GFP-ssrA per cell per generation during exponential growth and more
during stationary phase.
In a clpP strain, plasmid-expressed GFP levels ranged from 79,000 (exponential) to
89,000 (stationary) molecules per cell, whereas the corresponding levels of GFP-ssrA
were 69,000 and 66,000 molecules per cell. Thus, ClpX-dependent ClpP-independent
degradation of GFP-ssrA can remove 10,000 to 20,000 molecules of GFP-ssrA per cell
per generation depending upon growth conditions.
DISCUSSION
Using data from quantitative Western or indirect ELISA assays, we determined the
intracellular levels of ClpX6 (75-100 copies per cell), ClpA6 (45-150 copies), ClpP14
(100-275 copies), ClpS (250-300 copies), and SspB 2 (140-160 copies) in E. coli X90
during exponential and early stationary-phase growth at 37 'C in a rich, defined medium.
Our results are generally consistent with previous reports. For example, Dougan et al.
(2002) reported 100 copies of ClpA6 and 400 copies of CIpS (E. coli MC4100; no growth
conditions cited). Ortega et al. (2004) reported 200-400 copies each of CIpX 6, CIpA6, and
ClpPi 4 per cell (unspecified E. coli strain; mid-log growth in LB broth at 37 °C).
There are several notable aspects of our results regarding intracellular levels of ClpA,
ClpX, ClpP, ClpS, and SspB. First, ClpA and ClpP levels increase in concert by roughly
3-fold as E. coli cells transit from exponential growth to early stationary phase, but ClpX
levels do not increase significantly. Second, the ratio of ClpS to ClpA 6 during early
stationary phase (about 2:1) is much lower than during exponential phase (about 6:1).
Third, the total number of CIpX and CIpA hexamers is roughly equal to the number of
ClpPl 4-mers; ClpX6 plus ClpA6 molecules exceed ClpP14 molecules by 15-20% during
exponential growth, whereas the opposite is true during early stationary phase. Finally,
there are slightly more SspB dimers than CIpX hexamers.
The numbers cited above for ClpX 6, CIpA 6, CIpPI 4, and SspB2 molecules per cell were
calculated assuming that almost all subunits of each protein assemble into the appropriate
multimer. Based on biochemical experiments, this assumption seems to be justified. For
example, CIpX6, ClpA 6, CIpPI 4, and SspB2 multimers are all sufficiently stable to
maintain their biologically active oligomeric forms at concentrations of 50 nM in vitro,
although ATP is probably also required to prevent some dissociation of ClpX6 and ClpA 6
at these concentrations. Assuming a cell volume of 10-15 L (Neidhardt and Umbarger,
1996), 1 copy of a molecule per cell results in a concentration of roughly 1.7 nM, and
thus a concentration of 50 nM corresponds to roughly 30 molecules per cell, and the
calculated concentrations of ClpX6, ClpA6, CIpP1 4, and SspB2 all exceed this value.
Based on equilibrium constants reported for dissociation of ClpX6-ClpPl 4 (20-90 nM
depending on the presence of substrate; Joshi et al., 2004) and CIpA 6.ClpPl 4 (4 nM;
Maurizi et al., 1998) and the total intracellular concentrations of ClpX6, ClpA 6 and
ClpP14, the expected concentrations of ClpXP, ClpAP, ClpX6, ClpA6, and ClpP 14 were
calculated for exponential and for stationary phase (Table 3). These calculations suggest
that the level of ClpAP increases about 3.5-fold as cells enter stationary phase.
Interestingly, CIpXP levels also increase about 2-fold. The predicted rise in ClpXP
concentration is caused largely by the increase in ClpP levels, which stabilizes ClpXP
complex formation by mass action. These calculations also suggest that there is a
significant cellular population of free ClpX (40-80 hexamers per cell) but very little free
ClpA (fewer than 10 hexamers per cell).
Table 3: Intracellular levels of Clp unfoldases and proteases. Concentrations were
calculated assuming a cell volume of 10-15 L (Neidhardt and Umbarger, 1996), a KD of 4
nM for CIpA 6 binding to ClpP14 (Maurizi et al., 1998), and a Ko of 90 nM (no substrate
present) or 20 nM (substrate present; values in parentheses) for binding of ClpX6 to
ClpPi 4 (Joshi et al., 2004).
Molecule Exponential phase Stationary phase
molecules concentration molecules concentration
per cell nM per cell nM
total ClpA6 45 150
total ClpX6 75 100
total CIpP14  100 275
ClpA6  4 (5) 6 (9) 5(7) 8 (11)
ClpX6  48 (31) 80 (52) 43 (19) 71 (32)
CIpP 14  30 (16) 50 (27) 72 (51) 120 (84)
ClpAP 42 (39) 69 (65) 145 (143) 240 (237)
CIpXP 27 (43) 45 (72) 57 (81) 95 (134)
By determining intracellular levels of GFP-ssrA, expressed from the chromosome of E
coli X90 or mutant strains, and comparing them with those of untagged GFP in otherwise
isogenic strains, we monitored the ability of the ClpXP and ClpAP proteases to degrade
GFP-ssrA. Several results justify using differences in the steady-state levels of these
tagged and untagged GFP molecules as a measure of degradation by ClpXP and ClpAP.
First, the levels of GFP-ssrA and GFP differ markedly in wild-type strains but are very
similar in strains in which the ClpXP and ClpAP proteases are inactivated by deletions in
ClpX and ClpA. Second, the synthesis rates of GFP and GFP-ssrA should be the same
because expression of both proteins is controlled by the same transcriptional and
translational signals. Third, pulse-chase experiments show that GFP-ssrA is degraded
whereas GFP is not degraded at a significant rate in the cell. Fourth, ClpXP and ClpAP
degrade GFP-ssrA but not GFP in vitro (Weber-Ban et al., 1999; Kim et al., 2000).
Finally, there is no evidence that other proteases in E. coli can degrade native GFP-ssrA.
Because GFP and GFP-ssrA levels are the same in the absence of degradation, the
steady-state difference in the intracellular concentrations of these untagged and tagged
proteins provides a simple readout of the degradation rate per cell per generation. For the
strains and growth conditions used here, the cell-doubling time was about 20 min during
exponential phase and roughly 40-50 min during the early stages of stationary phase.
CIpAP degradation of GFP-ssrA increases from roughly 1,000 to 6,000 molecules per
cell per generation as cells enter stationary phase. This enhanced activity is
predominantly caused by increases in the intracellular levels of ClpA and ClpP as cells
transit from logarithmic to nutrient-limited growth, as no increase in degradation was
observed when CIpA levels were engineered to be constant. Unlike normal ClpA levels,
ClpS levels do not change significantly in the transition to stationary phase. The
increased ClpA and ClpP levels probably occur as a consequence of changes in
transcription or translation. We can rule out differential degradation of ClpA because its
half-life was roughly 60 min both during exponential and stationary-phase growth
(Appendix A, Fig. 3; Gottesman et al., 1990). Moreover, we did not observe increased
stationary-phase levels of ClpA expressed from the lac promoter, whereas these levels
should have increased if ClpA turnover decreased upon entry into stationary phase. We
assume that the increased levels of ClpA and ClpP as E. coli enter stationary phase are
physiologically important for the efficient degradation of ClpAP substrates. For example,
several proteins accumulate specifically in clpA strains during stationary phase
(Weichardt et al., 2003).
Consistent with in vitro studies (Flynn et al., 2001), we find that overexpression of SspB
inhibits intracellular degradation of GFP-ssrA by CIpAP. Whether SspB inhibition is
physiologically relevant is doubtful, however. SspB acts by binding to the ssrA tag of
substrates, thereby masking recognition by ClpAP (Levchenko et al., 2000; 2003; Flynn
et al., 2001). Because there are only about 150 SspB dimers per cell, each of which binds
two ssrA-tagged substrates, this inhibition mechanism could protect no more than 300
molecules of GFP-ssrA. However, SspB also interacts with intracellular substrates such
as RseA (Flynn et al., 2004), and thus its ability to shield ssrA-tagged substrates from
ClpAP degradation may be diminished even more. In strains where only ClpAP degrades
GFP-ssrA, we observed no significant change in GFP-ssrA levels in sspB÷ versus sspB-
backgrounds. Because differences of a few hundred molecules are close to the error limits
of our assay, it is not possible to conclude whether wild-type levels of SspB exert any
protective effect. We can conclude, however, that SspB inhibition of ClpAP degradation
of ssrA-tagged substrates would generally be quite modest unless intracellular levels of
SspB rose significantly in response to stress or other environmental conditions.
ClpS inhibits ClpAP degradation of ssrA-tagged substrates by binding to the N-terminal
domain of CIpA (Dougan et al., 2002; Zeth et al. 2002; Guo et al., 2002). Efficient
inhibition appears to require CIpS binding to all six subunits of the ClpA hexamer. As a
consequence, whether ClpS-inhibition is observed in the cell should depend on the
relative concentrations of ClpS and CIpA 6 as well as on the binding constant for this
interaction. Our results show that ClpS-inhibition of ClpAP degradation of GFP-ssrA is
incomplete during exponential growth, even though there are roughly six ClpS monomers
for each CIpA hexamer. Because ClpS levels do not increase in concert with ClpA and
ClpP levels as E. coli enter stationary phase, ClpS-inhibition of ClpAP degradation of
ssrA-tagged substrates becomes even less efficient. These results suggest that the main
role of the CIpS adaptor is not to inhibit ClpAP degradation of ssrA-tagged substrates.
Rather, ClpS probably allows ClpAP to degrade new classes of substrates (Dougan et al.,
2002).
Gottesman et al. (1998) studied an ssrA-tagged variant of the N-terminal domain of X
repressor (Xcl-N-ssrA) and found that ClpXP and ClpAP were largely responsible for its
degradation in E. coli at 32 'C. In experiments probed by immunity to phage X,
elimination of both ClpXP and CIpAP was required to minimize %cI-N-ssrA degradation.
By contrast, in experiments where the intracellular half-life of XcI-N-ssrA was
determined, elimination of ClpXP stabilized the protein almost completely, whereas
elimination of ClpAP had almost no effect. Our results may help explain these
observations, as the XcI-N-ssrA half-life experiments were performed using cells in mid-
log phase, where we find that ClpXP plays the dominant role in GFP-ssrA degradation.
By contrast, the ,cI-N-ssrA immunity experiments were performed using cells plated
overnight, and we find that ClpAP plays a significantly larger role in degradation of ssrA-
tagged substrates when nutrients become scarce. Bohn et al. (2002) examined
intracellular levels of plasmid-expressed GFP-ssrA by inspection of colony fluorescence
in wild-type and mutant strains and concluded that ClpXP was the major factor
controlling degradation, with ClpAP playing little if any role. However, they did not
compare GFP-ssrA levels in clpX strains and clpX clpA- strains, and the sensitivity of
their assay was probably too low to detect CIpAP degradation of GFP-ssrA. For example,
in clpX- cells expressing GFP-ssrA from a plasmid, we find that ClpAP degrades as
many as 50,000 molecules of this substrate per cell per generation. Nevertheless, these
cells are still brightly fluorescent because ClpAP degradation removes only about 50% of
the GFP-ssrA molecules that are synthesized.
We were surprised to find that GFP-ssrA levels were higher in strains lacking ClpX and
ClpA than in strains lacking ClpP, as previous studies with ,cl-N-ssrA showed that
eliminating ClpX/ClpA was equivalent to eliminating ClpP (Gottesman et al., 1998). In
our studies, ClpP-independent degradation was largely ClpX dependent. Because ClpX
can unfold GFP-ssrA in the absence of ClpP, we suspect that another cytoplasmic
protease cleaves some denatured GFP-ssrA molecules before they refold. Refolding of
GFP-ssrA in vitro takes about one min (Kim et al., 2000) and a similar refolding rate in
vivo would create a time window for degradation of the unfolded protein. By contrast, the
X repressor N-terminal domain refolds on the sub-millisecond timescale in vitro and
similarly fast refolding in the cell would allow it to escape degradation (Huang and Oas,
1995). We do not know the identity of the protease that degrades GFP-ssrA in clpP- cells.
However, clpP mutant strains bearing additional mutations in FtsH, Lon, or HslUV
showed no significant change in GFP-ssrA degradation. Moreover, neither Lon nor
HslUV degraded ClpX-denatured GFP-ssrA in vitro.
The activity of the ClpX-dependent ClpP-independent degradation pathway is significant.
At high substrate concentrations, more than 20,000 molecules of GFP-ssrA were
degraded per cell per generation by this pathway. Based on our measurements and
calculations, there should be a significant number of free ClpX hexamers present in the
cell (Table 3). Hence, it is possible that ClpX-dependent ClpP-independent degradation
contributes to protein turnover in wild-type cells.
Our data allow rough estimates of some of the kinetic parameters that characterize
degradation of GFP-ssrA in vivo. For example, when GFP-ssrA is overproduced in clpX
strains, the degradation rate increases substantially (Table 2). This fact shows that ClpAP
is not close to being saturated at the steady-state concentrations of GFP-ssrA produced
from the chromosome (2-3 tM), which in turn suggests that KM is greater than 10 [LM.
This value is higher than KM determined in vitro (Flynn et al., 2001), which may reflect
competition of additional intracellular substrates for ClpAP binding. For CIpXP
degradation of GFP-ssrA in vivo, our data place a lower limit on Vma. In cells doubling
every 20 min and expressing GFP-ssrA from a plasmid, roughly 200 molecules of CIpXP
degrade approximately 100,000 molecules of this substrate per cell per generation. This
activity corresponds to a degradation rate of 25 min- enzyme1 . By contrast, Vma for
degradation in vitro is roughly 20-fold smaller (Kim et al., 2001). Thus, CIpXP appears to
be significantly more active in the cell than in vitro.
Several factors could contribute to higher turnover rates for GFP-ssrA degradation by
ClpXP in the cell. First, many GFP-ssrA molecules may be degraded immediately after
synthesis before folding can occur. Indeed, in pulse-chase experiments, ClpXP-mediated
GFP-ssrA degradation in vivo had a half-life less than 1 min (Appendix A, Fig. 4), which
is less than the time required for GFP-ssrA folding in vitro (Kim et al., 2000). We note,
however, that all GFP-ssrA degradation in vivo depends on ClpX and/or CIpA. Thus,
other proteases that should also be able to degrade unfolded GFP-ssrA (FtsH or the
protease that operates in the ClpX-dependent ClpP-independent pathway) do not appear
to degrade newly synthesized, unfolded GFP-ssrA molecules. Second, degradation may
be faster at 37 'C and in the crowded environment of the cell, compared to the
biochemical reactions which were measured at 30 'C in dilute solution. Finally
stimulatory small molecules or macromolecules may be missing from the biochemical
reactions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains and plasmids. Strains were derivatives of E. coli X90 [F' laclq lac' pro'/ara
A(lac-pro) nalA argE(am) rif thi-1]. Protease mutations were P1 transduced into X90
from SG22176 (clpA::kan), SG22177 (clpX::kan), SG22178 (clpX::tet clpA::kan),
SG22174 (clpP::cat), X90 lon::kan a gift from Kathleen McGinness (MIT, Cambridge,
MA), MC4100 clpS::kan a gift from Jennifer Hou and Julia Flynn (MIT, Cambridge,
MA), KY2966 hslVU::tet a gift from Randy Burton (MIT, Cambridge, MA), MC4100
sspB::cat a gift from Christopher Hayes (UCSB, Santa Barbara, CA), and 39502
zad220::Tnl0 sJhC21 AftsH::kan a gift from Christophe Herman (UCSF, San Francisco,
CA). To construct an X90 clpS- strain, 300 bp regions of homology directly upstream and
downstream of CIpS were cloned upstream and downstream, respectively, of a catR
marker in pBluescript. Linear DNA from this construct was used to recombine the drug
resistance marker and clpS- allele into the chromosome using the Wanner method
(Datsenko and Wanner, 2000). Drug resistance and diagnostic PCR were used to confirm
the final genotype of all mutant strains. This method was repeated to create a clpA::cat
deletion strain and a clpSA::cat deletion strain.
To construct chromosomal insertions of the genes for GFP or GFP-ssrA, these genes,
under transcriptional control of the cp25 promoter (Jensen and Hammer, 1998), were first
cloned directly upstream of a kanamycin resistance gene, flanked by flp sites, in
pBluescript. Regions of homology to the E. coli chromosome (300 bp) were also cloned
upstream of the gene encoding GFP and downstream of the kanR marker. The upstream
region of homology begins within the ybhD gene and continues 108 nucleotides into the
region between the ybhD and ybhH genes. The downstream region of homology begins
within the region between the ybhD and ybhH genes and continues 187 nucleotides into
the ybhH gene. These regions were amplified by PCR (primer pair 1: 5'-CGGGA
GCTCC CTTTT TCCTG CTTTT GTTAA CG-3' and 5'-ATGGC GGCCG CTCAA
CGATT AATAA CATTT TTT-3'; primer pair 2: 5'- AGTGA ATTCA GATGC TTTGC
CCTTA ATGTA ACC-3' and 5'-GCTGG TACCG CTAAT GGCGA CTTTA CTGG-3',
respectively. The gfp and kanR markers were recombined into the chromosome of E. coli
X90 genome using the Wanner method, and the desired recombinants resulting from
double crossovers were identified by drug resistance, Western blotting for GFP, and
diagnostic PCR. The flp sites were then utilized to remove the kanR gene.
The coding sequence for the ClpA protein was placed under chromosomal control of the
lac promotor by a similar method. The CIpA coding sequence was first cloned upstream
of a tetracycline resistance marker in pBluescript. A 300 bp region of homology
beginning in the lacI gene and continuing into the lac promoter was cloned upstream of
clpA using the primer pair 5'-CAGCA GCAGG AGCTC TGGGG CAAAC CAGCG
TGGAC CGCTT GC-3' and 5'- CTTCT TCTTC TTCAT ATGTG TTTCC TGTGT
GAAAT TGTTA TCCGC-3'. The underlined region represents the location of the lacZ
RBS on the reverse primer. Another 300 bp region of homology beginning 26 nucleotides
past the lacY stop codon and ending inside the lacA gene was then cloned downstream of
tetR using the primer pair 5'-CAGCA GCAGG AATTC GCGCC TTATC CGACC
AACAT ATCAT AACGG-3' and 5'-CCTCC TCTGG TACCG TTGGG TGCAA
TCAGT ACGTT ATCAC CG-3'. The clpA-tetR region from the plasmid was recombined
into the episome of X90 AclpA cells, and drug resistance, Western blotting for ClpA, and
diagnostic PCR were used to identify the desired recombinant. In this strain, the coding
sequence for ClpA is under transcriptional control of the lac promoter and translational
control of the lacZ ribosome binding site, and the lacZ and lacY genes are deleted.
SspB and ClpS overexpression plasmids were constructed by amplifying the coding
region of the genes and cloning into a pBAD24 vector (pSspB) or a pTRC99a vector
(pClpS) (Amersham Biosciences). Expression from pSspB was induced by addition of
0.2% 1-arabinose, whereas pClpS expression was induced by addition of 1 mM IPTG.
GFP and GFP-ssrA overexpression plasmids were constructed by amplifying the coding
region and inserting them into p17100 (a gift from Drew Endy and Jennifer Braff (MIT,
Cambridge, MA)) under control of a tet promoter. Plasmid constructs were verified by
DNA sequencing.
Proteins
His6-ClpS was purified from a BL21 strain containing a pET-based overexpression vector
using denaturing nickel NTA chromatography according to the Qiagen protocol with
minor modifications. Other purified proteins were obtained from colleagues at MIT
(Cambridge, MA), including E. coli ClpX, His 6-ClpP, and HslUV (Randy Burton), E.
coli ClpA (Julia Flynn), E. coli SspB (Dan Bolon), GFP-ssrA (Greg Hersch) and E. coli
Lon (Kathleen McGinness).
Determination of protein levels by Western blotting or indirect ELISA
Cultures were grown from single colonies at 37 'C in Neidhart's complete medium
(Neidhardt et al., 1974). At different times, 1 mL samples were collected by
centrifugation, resuspended to a final concentration of 2.5 x 107 cells/tL (cell count was
determined by OD 600 , which was calibrated by plating for colony forming units) in 4%
SDS, 12.5 mM Tris*Cl (pH 7.5), and frozen at -80 'C. Prior to analysis, samples were
boiled for 10 min and centrifuged to remove cell debris. BCATM protein assays (Pierce
Chemical) were used to ensure that each sample had the expected total protein
concentration. For each sample, aliquots corresponding to equal numbers of cells were
separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to PVDF membrane for Western analysis.
Purified standards of the protein of interest were included on the same gel. Primary
polyclonal antibodies against GFP (Assay Designs, Inc.) and against ClpP, ClpA, ClpX,
or SspB (gifts from Tania Baker's lab, MIT, Cambridge, MA) were from rabbits.
Antibody binding was detected using an ECF Western Blotting kit (Amersham
Biosciences) and quantified using a FluoroMax fluorimager and ImageQuant software.
The error in measurement for GFP and GFP-ssrA levels was at maximum 10%.
To assay CIpS levels by indirect ELISA, 1 mL samples of a culture of E. coli X90 (grown
as described above) were collected, lysed to a final concentration of 3 x 107 cells/tL in
Beeper II reagent plus 0.01 mg/mL hen-egg lysozyme, and centrifuged at high speed for
10 min to clarify the lysate. Lysozyme levels in the lysate were low and did not
significantly influence total cellular protein levels determined by BCA TM protein assays.
Rabbit anti-ClpS antibody (a gift from David Dougan, Universittit Freiburg) at a final
concentration of 62.5 ng/mL was incubated with 80 ng of cellular protein at room
temperature for 10 min, and samples were loaded onto a Nunc-Immuno Plate, which had
been coated with CIpS at a concentration of 1 gg/mL. After 2 h at room temperature, the
plate was washed three times with 300 mL blocking buffer (17 mM Na 2B4 0 7*10H 2 0, 120
mM NaC1, 0.05% Tween20, 1 mM EDTA, 0.25% bovine serum albumin, 0.05% NaN3)
per well, and a 1:1000 dilution of Horseradish peroxidase linked anti-rabbit IgG
(Amersham) was added to each sample and incubated for 2 h. 1-step Turbo TMB-Elisa
(Pierce) was then used according to the manufacturer's directions to visualize bound
antibody using a Spectramax 340 PC plate reader. To generate a standard curve, a lysate
was prepared from X90 AclpS cells grown to an OD 600 of 0.7, different quantities of
purified ClpS protein were added to the lysate, and samples were assayed by the indirect
ELISA.
Pulse-chase experiments
Cultures were grown in Neidhart's complete medium containing 10 tM methionine but
lacking cysteine to an OD 600 of 0.7 or 4.5. These exponential-phase and stationary-phase
cultures were pulsed with 35S-Met (90 gCi/mL; Amersham) for I and 2 min, respectively,
and unlabelled methionine (10 mM) was added. Samples (1.5 mL) were collected by
centrifugation at different times after the chase, washed twice with 1 mL cold PBS, and
resuspended in 500 tL 20% sucrose, 10 mM Tris.HCl (pH 8), 50 mM NaCl, and 10 mM
EDTA. Lysozyme (5 gL of a 100 mg/mL solution) was added and samples were left on
ice for 30 min, followed by two cycles of freezing at -80 'C and thawing. 500 tL of 2X
IP buffer (100 mM Tris.HCl (pH 7), 300 mM NaCI, 10 mM EDTA, 2% TritonX-100)
with 1 mM PMSF was added, and samples were centrifuged at 14000 RPM for 10 min at
4 'C to remove cellular debris. Anti-GFP antibody (2 jiL) was added to the supernatant
and incubated overnight at 4 'C. Sigma protein-A beads (30 [tL of a 100 mg/mL slurry in
50 mM Tris.HCl (pH 7), 5 mM NaN 3) were added and incubated with samples for 1 h at
69
4 'C. The beads were washed six times with I mL IP buffer, boiled in 50 gL of SDS
loading buffer, and soluble proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE. The gel was fixed,
dried, and radiolabeled proteins were detected and quantified using a Molecular
Dynamics 445 SI phosphoimager and ImageQuant software. The error in measurement
for these experiments was between 5-10%.
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APPENDIX A
Supplementary Material for Chapter Two
This experiment shows that the intracellular levels of GFP-ssrA, as determined by
fluorescence and flow cytometry, are the same in cells lacking ClpP whether the Lon
protease is present or absent.
A
clpP- clpP- on-
Figure 1: Relative cellular fluorescence values for X90 cells expressing GFP-ssrA in
either a clpP- background or a clpP lon background. Cells were collected at OD600 0.7,
resuspended in ice-cold PBS, and analyzed by flow cytometry.
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To see if Lon or HslUV were capable of degrading substrates first unfolded by ClpX, in
vitro degradation reactions were performed as described below. Neither Lon nor HslUV
when incubated with ClpX could degrade GFP-ssrA.
ClpX + Lon
100
Time (min)
Figure 2: In vitro degradation of GFP-ssrA by Lon and HslUV supported by ClpX. 10
uM GFP-ssrA was incubated with 0.5 uM ClpX6 and either (e) 0.8 uM ClpPI4, (m) 1 uM
Lon, or (*) 1 uM HslUV. Degradation was quantified from the GFP-ssrA band intensity
on a SDS-PAGE gel.
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This experiment is testing whether the half-life of ClpA is different in exponential phase
as opposed to stationary phase. There does not appear to be a difference as the half-life is
approximate 60 minutes in both phases.
Time after spectinomycin addition (min)
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Figure 3: Half-life of ClpA in exponential and stationary phase growth. X90 cells were
grown to either (A) OD 6 0 0 0.7 or (B) OD 6 00 4 at which point 100 ug/mL spectinomycin
was added to the cultures. At the time points listed above, cellular ClpA levels were
assayed by quantitative Western blotting.
This experiment was designed to test how quickly GFP-ssrA is degraded in a wild-type
cell expressing both the ClpXP and ClpAP proteases. Pulse-chase analysis suggests that
the half-life of GFP-ssrA under these cellular conditions is under one minute.
100
0
Time after chase (min)
Figure 4: GFP-ssrA degradation in wild-type cells. Pulse-chase experiment showing that
GFP-ssrA has a half-life of less than one minute in wild-type X90 cells.
The ability of wild-type cells to degrade GFP-ssrA in the presence of overexpressed SspB
or ClpS was tested. Cells overexpressing either adaptor protein showed complete
degradation of GFP-ssrA in both exponential and stationary phase growth.
Strain GFP GFP-ssrA GFP GFP-ssrA
log-phase log-phase stationary stationary
Wild-type 2000 <250 6100 <150
Wild-type + pSspB 2300 <160 5400 <320
Wild-type+ pClpS 2100 <280 5600 <250
Table 1: Effects of overexpressing ClpS and SspB on GFP-ssrA levels in WT cells. ClpS
expression was induced with 1 mM IPTG. SspB expression was induced with 0.2% L-
arabinose.
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SUMMARY
ClpXP, an ATP-dependent protease, degrades hundreds of different intracellular proteins.
ClpX chooses substrates by binding peptide tags, typically displayed at the N or C
terminus of the protein to be degraded. Here, we identify a ClpX mutant that displays a
300-fold change in substrate specificity, resulting in decreased degradation of ssrA-
tagged substrates but improved degradation of proteins with other classes of degradation
signals. The altered-specificity mutation occurs within "RKH" loops, which surround the
entrance to the central pore of the ClpX hexamer and are highly conserved in the ClpX
subfamily of AAA+ ATPases. These results support a major role for the RKH loops in
substrate recognition and suggest that ClpX specificity represents an evolutionary
compromise that has optimized degradation of multiple types of substrates rather than
any single class.
INTRODUCTION
Enzymatic specificity is essential for biological function. For most enzymes, specificity
depends upon the complementary interaction between a substrate and the enzyme active
site. This simple paradigm, however, does not explain the specificity of energy-dependent
proteases such as ClpXP, ClpAP, Lon, HslUV, FtsH, and the proteasome. The active sites
that cleave peptide bonds in these enzymes are sequestered in an interior chamber and are
only encountered after specific protein substrates have been recognized, unfolded, and
translocated into this chamber by the AAA+ ATPase subunits of the protease (Sauer et al.
2004; Prakash and Matouschek, 2004). The ATPase active sites bind nucleotide but do
not directly contact protein substrates. How these AAA+ enzymes, which function as ring
hexamers, discriminate among potential target proteins is poorly understood. The
identification of mutations that confer altered substrate specificity provides one approach
to answering this question.
ClpX, the ATP-dependent unfoldase/translocase of ClpXP, recognizes specific protein
substrates by binding to short exposed peptide tags. For example, ClpXP appears to
degrade any protein with an ssrA tag at its C terminus (Gottesman et al., 1998; Kim et al.,
2000; Singh et al., 2000; Burton et al., 2001; Flynn et al., 2001; 2003; Lee et al., 2001;
Kenniston et al., 2003; 2004). The C-terminal residues of MuA transposase and the N-
terminal residues of the WO protein can also target proteins for CIpXP degradation
(Levchenko et al., 1997; Gonciarz-Swiatek et al., 1999). Indeed, five distinct classes of
degradation signals for ClpXP have been identified in proteomic studies, including three
distinct sequence motifs (NI, N2, and N3) found at the N terminus of natural substrates
and two sequence motifs (Cl and C2) found at the C terminus (Flynn et al., 2003).
To enter the degradation chamber of ClpP, unfolded protein substrates must first pass
through a central pore in the ClpX hexamer (Ortega et al., 2000). Several loops line this
pore, including one with a GYVG sequence that is highly conserved in most proteolytic
AAA+ ATPases. A mutation in the GYVG loop of Escherichia coli ClpX reduces
binding to ssrA-tagged substrates without markedly affecting binding of other classes of
substrates (Siddiqui et al., 2004). It is unlikely, however, that this loop alone forms a
binding site for the ssrA tag because the ATPases of human mitochondrial ClpXP and
bacterial HslUV contain identical GYVG motifs, but these proteases do not degrade
ssrA-tagged substrates (Kang et al., 2002; Burton et al., 2005). Another ClpX pore loop
contains an RKH sequence that is >99% conserved in the bacterial orthologues. This 15-
residue RKH loop is completely absent in FtsH, is replaced by shorter loops of 3-4
residues in HslU and ClpA, and differs at many key residue positions in human ClpX. In
a hexameric model based on the structure of the Helicobacter pylori ClpX subunit (Kim
and Kim, 2003), the RKH loops surround the entry to the central pore (Fig. IA) and thus
are positioned to mediate initial interactions between ClpX and the degradation tag of a
protein substrate.
In this paper, we explore the role of the RKH loops of ClpX in substrate selection and
degradation. We find that a single mutation in this loop dramatically slows ClpXP
degradation of substrates bearing ssrA tags (a Cl signal) but enhances degradation of
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Figure 1: The RKH loops play roles in substrate specificity. (A) The RKH loops of the E.
coli ClpX hexamer are colored red in a homology model based on the subunit structure of
H. pylori ClpX (Kim and Kim, 2003). The conformations shown are hypothetical as these
loops are disordered in the structure. The sequence of the E. coli RKH loop is shown
(asterisks denote highly conserved residues in all bacterial ClpX orthologues). ClpP
docks on the hexagonal face of ClpX opposite the RKH loops. (B) Schematic depiction
of the substrates used in panel C. The N-terminal portion of Arc is blue and the C-
terminal part is red. The sequence of the degradation tag of each substrate is shown.
Asterisks mark residues known to be important for ClpX recognition and/or conserved in
the Cl (ssrA), NI (XO), C2 (MuA), and N2 (OmpA) classes of substrates (Flynn et al.,
2001; 2003). (C) Arc-ssrA is degraded preferentially by wild-type CIpXP, whereas O-
Arc, Arc-MuA and OmpA-Arc are degraded preferentially by AKH ClpXP. Degradation
of each substrate (5 pM) was performed for the times indicated using 0.3 pM ClpX6 and
0.8 9M ClpPl 4 and was assayed by SDS-PAGE.
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substrates with three other classes of degradation tags. For example, comparison of the
activities of the wild-type and the mutant enzymes reveals a 300-fold change in the
second-order rate constants for degradation of an ssrA-tagged substrate and a XO-tagged
substrate, caused almost completely by alterations in the strength of substrate binding.
Unlike wild-type CIpX, the mutant enzyme does not recognize the C-terminal
carboxylate of the ssrA-peptide tag. The mutant also displays higher maximal rates of
degradation and ATP hydrolysis, indicating that the RKH loops play important roles in
determining substrate specificity and in coordinating the catalytic and mechanical
activities of the ClpXP machine.
RESULTS
RKH loop mutations alter substrate specificity
To investigate the role of the RKH sequence, we constructed variants bearing the single
substitutions R228A (AKH), K229A (RAH), and H230A (RKA) in His6-tagged E. coli
CIpX. Following purification, we combined each of these mutants with ClpP, and
assayed degradation of Arc repressor with a C-terminal ssrA tag (a Cl signal) or an N-
terminal XO degradation tag (an NI signal) (Fig. 1IB). Compared to wild-type ClpXP, all
three mutants degraded Arc-ssrA very poorly (Appendix B, Fig. 1). The RKA mutant
also degraded ,O-Arc poorly, but the AKH and RAH mutants degraded this substrate at a
faster rate than wild-type (Appendix B, Fig. 1). Because significant autodegradation of
the His6-tagged mutant ClpX enzymes occurred in these experiments, we recloned the
AKH mutation into an untagged background. The untagged AKH ClpX variant also
showed poor ClpP-mediated degradation of Arc-ssrA but displayed enhanced degradation
of XO-Arc relative to wild-type ClpX (Fig. 1IC).
In principle, AKH ClpXP might prefer N-terminal degradation tags, whereas the wild-
type enzyme prefers C-terminal tags. To test this possibility, we assayed degradation of
Arc with a C-terminal MuA tag (a C2 signal) or an N-terminal OmpA tag (an N2 signal)
(Fig. 1B). Both substrates were degraded faster by AKH ClpXP than by wild-type ClpXP
(Fig. I C), showing that the location of the degradation tag is not a major factor in the
altered activity of the mutant enzyme. Thus, the AKH mutant catalyzes enhanced
degradation of substrates with NI, N2, and C2 classes of degradation signals but shows
reduced degradation of a substrate with a Cl degradation tag. These results demonstrate
that the RKH loops of E. coli ClpX play a key role in determining substrate specificity.
Quantitative studies of degradation kinetics
For quantitative studies of specificity and degradation, we focused on the Arc-ssrA and
,O-Arc substrates. Initial rates of degradation of 35S-labeled Arc-ssrA and ,O-Arc by
AKH ClpXP and the wild-type enzyme were determined at different substrate
concentrations and fit to the Michaelis-Menten equation to determine kinetic parameters
(Fig. 2; Table 1). The AKH mutation increased KM for degradation of Arc-ssrA from
roughly 1 gM to greater than 100 pM. By contrast, this mutation decreased KM for
degradation of ,O-Arc from 13 to approximately 4 pM. SspB, an adaptor that helps ssrA-
tagged substrates bind to ClpX (Levchenko et al., 2000), reduced KM for AKH
degradation of Arc-ssrA to roughly 20 pM, but this value was still almost 40-fold higher
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Figure 2: Kinetic properties of AKH and wild-type ClpXP. Michaelis-Menten plots of
the variation of degradation rates as a function of the concentrations of the Arc-ssrA and
XO-Arc substrates by wild-type ClpXP (left panel) and AKH ClpXP (right panel).
Degradation was monitored by release of acid-soluble 35S-peptides using assay conditions
listed in Fig. 1. The fits for wild-type ClpXP/XO-Arc and AKH ClpXP/Arc-ssrA included
higher concentration data not shown on these graphs.
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Table 1: Kinetic parameters for degradation of substrates with ssrA or XO degradation
tags by wild-type CIpXP and AKH ClpXP.
Arc-ssrA
Arc-ssrA + SspB
XO-Arc
XO-CM-titin
CM-titin-ssrA
Arc-ssrA
Arc-ssrA + SspB
XO-Arc
XO-CM-titin
CM-titin-ssrA
KM kdeg
min-' enz-1
kdeg/KM
tM-' min - ' enz -1
wild-type CIpXP
1.2 + 0.4 4.8 + 0.5 3.9 ± 1.4
0.5 ± 0.3 6.0 + 0.2 11.0 + 5.8
13 ± 2.5 5.0+ 1.1 0.38 0.11
41 + 8.5 2.1 + 0.2 0.052 + 0.011
2.4 ± 0.3 4.8 + 0.5 2.0 + 0.31
AKH ClpXP
140 + 11 13 ± 0.3 0.096 ± 0.0079
20 + 9 10 + 1.5 0.52 + 0.25
4.4 + 1.0 13 0.1 2.9 + 0.65
11 + 0.8 3.6 + 0.2 0.31 ± 0.03
80 + 14 9.2 + 0.8 0.11 + 0.022
KM and kdeg are mean values
Arc-ssrA/SspB/AKH; n=2,
from independent
all others). The
experiments (n=3, XO-titin/wild-type and
CM-titin substrate was denatured
carboxymethylation of cysteines (Kenniston et al., 2003). Errors were estimated as
.I-n'l (value - mean)2.
than the corresponding value for wild-type ClpXP (Table 1). Thus, the AKH-loop
mutation hinders recognition of one type of degradation signal but enhances recognition
of another class of signal.
AKH ClpXP degraded XO-Arc and Arc-ssrA at maximal rates (Vmax/[ClpX6]=kdeg) from
1.7 to 2.8-fold faster than observed for wild-type ClpXP (Fig. 2; Table 1). These
increases in maximal degradation rates were accompanied by increases in the rate of ATP
hydrolysis measured in the presence of ClpP and substrate (Appendix B, Fig. 2). For
example, the AKH mutation caused a 2.5-fold increase in the maximal degradation rate
of XO-Arc and a 2.1-fold increase in the ATP-hydrolysis rate measured in the presence of
70 lM substrate. These results suggest that the wild-type RKH loops help control the
speed at which the ClpX machine functions by limiting the rate of ATP hydrolysis. These
effects, however, must be long range and mediated through changes in protein structure,
because any given RKH loop in the ClpX hexamer is 30 A or more from the closest ATP-
binding site (Kim and Kim, 2003).
The ratio of second-order rate constants for degradation (kdeg/KM) provides the best
comparison of substrate specificities. By this measure, wild-type ClpXP preferentially
degrades Arc-ssrA by a factor of roughly 10 compared to XO-Arc, whereas AKH ClpXP
preferentially degrades XO-Arc by a factor of roughly 30. Thus, the AKH mutation
changes substrate specificity by nearly 300-fold. This specificity change depends on the
degradation signal but not the precise substrate; AKH ClpXP degraded a denatured titin
variant with a XO tag better than the same protein with an ssrA tag, whereas wild-type
ClpXP had the opposite preference (Table 1). For wild-type ClpXP, translocation of
unfolded titin-ssrA is the rate-limiting step in degradation (Kenniston et al., 2005).
Because AKH ClpXP degrades this substrate with an increased maximum velocity, it
must translocate unfolded titin-ssrA faster than the wild-type enzyme. This increased rate
of translocation is likely to be related to the enhanced ATPase activity of the mutant
enzyme.
Loss of a specific contact in the ssrA tag
To determine whether AKH ClpXP still recognizes specific features of the ssrA tag, we
assayed degradation of an Arc-ssrA variant in which the C-terminal Ala-Ala sequence,
which is a strong determinant of recognition by wild-type ClpXP (Flynn et al., 2001),
was changed to Gly-Gly. Although this mutant differs from Arc-ssrA by the absence of
just two P3-methyl groups, neither wild-type nor AKH CIpXP degraded the Gly-Gly
substrate substantially over a 1-h time course (Fig. 3A). Because degradation of Arc-ssrA
by AKH ClpXP is almost complete in 15 min (Fig. I C), we conclude that the AKH
mutant still recognizes some aspects of the Ala-Ala portion of the ssrA tag.
The C-terminal carboxylate of the ssrA tag is another important binding determinant for
wild-type ClpX (Kim et al., 2000; Flynn et al., 2001). We tested for ClpX recognition of
this group by using an ssrA peptide and an otherwise identical peptide with a C-terminal
-CONH 2 to inhibit GFP-ssrA degradation by wild-type or AKH ClpXP. As expected
(Kim et al., 2000; Flynn et al., 2001), the CONH 2 peptide was less effective than the
COO- peptide in inhibiting degradation by wild-type ClpXP (Fig. 3B). By contrast, the
Fig. 3. AKH ClpX recognizes the C-terminal Ala-Ala but not the C-terminal carboxylate
of the ssrA tag. (A) Degradation of an Arc-ssrA variant with Gly-Gly replacing the C-
terminal Ala-Ala was assayed using the conditions listed in Fig. 1. (B) Degradation of
GFP-ssrA (1 tM) by wild-type CIpXP (0.3 IM ClpX6; 0.8 jM ClpPl 4) or AKH CIpXP
(1 pLM AKH ClpX 6; 2 9M ClpP 14) was assayed by changes in fluorescence without
inhibitor or in the presence of 200 gM peptide inhibitor. The peptide sequences were
NH 2-CAANDENYALAA-COO- (ssrA-COO-) or NH 2-CAANDENYALAA-CONH 2
(ssrA-CONH 2), where the underlined residues represent the ssrA-tag sequence.
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CONH2 peptide inhibited AKH ClpXP slightly better than the COO- peptide (Fig. 3B).
This result indicates that the AKH mutant, in contrast to wild-type ClpX, does not
interact favorably with the C-terminal carboxylate of the ssrA peptide.
DISCUSSION
ClpX loops and substrate recognition
Our results show that the RKH loops, which form the entry to the central pore of the
ClpX hexamer, play positive or negative roles in recognition of protein substrates with
almost all classes of recognition signals. Unlike wild-type ClpX, the AKH mutant is
defective in recognition of the negatively charged ao-carboxylate of the ssrA-tag. The
simplest interpretation of this result is that the R228 side chain of ClpX normally
interacts favorably with this moiety. We note that the XO, MuA, and OmpA degradation
tags all contain basic residues that are conserved in other members of related N I, N2, and
C2 signals (Fig. 1 B) and that each of these tags causes faster substrate degradation by
AKH than by wild-type ClpXP. Because the R228A mutation reduces the positive charge
of the RKH loop, it may enhance binding to the XO, MuA, and OmpA degradation tags
by diminishing electrostatic repulsion. A role for the RKH loops in determining substrate
specificity is also supported by phylogenetic comparisons. For example, human
mitochondrial ClpX does not support degradation of XO or ssrA-tagged substrates (Kang
et al., 2002) and has a loop sequence that differs significantly from the RKH loops of E.
coli ClpX and other bacterial ClpX enzymes.
The CIpAP and FtsH proteases also degrade ssrA-tagged substrates (Gottesman et al.,
1998; Herman et al., 1998), but the hexameric AAA+ ATPases of these enzymes do not
contain RKH loops like those in ClpX. It is known, however, that ClpAP does not bind to
the C-terminal residue or ot-carboxylate of the ssrA tag and, indeed, recognizes this tag
very differently than does ClpXP (Flynn et al., 2001). FtsH and ClpXP are also likely to
interact with the ssrA tag in different manners (Herman et al., 1998). Hence, it is not
surprising that the RKH loops of ClpX play critical roles in recognition of the ssrA tag,
despite the fact that homologous loops are absent in other enzymes that recognize this
degradation tag.
Previous studies established that a mutation in the GYVG loop of ClpX, which is
positioned immediately below the RKH loop in the central pore of the hexamer,
substantially reduced recognition of substrates with ssrA and related C 1-motif tags but
caused only modest decreases in degradation of substrates bearing other classes of
degradation signals (Siddiqui et al., 2004). The RKH and GYVG pore loops may interact
to form a binding site for the ssrA tag and related degradation signals, or could affect tag
recognition indirectly. We favor direct binding, as ATP-hydrolysis dependent changes in
pore-loop conformations could then begin to translocate the ssrA tag, resulting in
unfolding of attached native proteins and ultimately in transport of the denatured
polypeptide into ClpP (Kim et al., 2000; Kenniston et al., 2003; 2005; Sauer et al., 2004).
A direct role of the RKH loops in substrate binding and in nucleotide-dependent
conformational changes is also consistent with the enhanced ATP-hydrolysis and
translocation/degradation phenotypes observed for AKH ClpXP. Direct pore binding
would also explain the finding that only one ssrA-tag peptide binds to a ClpX hexamer
(Piszczek et al., 2005), as binding of a single ssrA tag in the pore would sterically block
the binding of other tag molecules even though symmetry in the hexamer would generate
multiple potential tag binding sites.
Substrate-recognition tradeoffs
Our results indicate that the RKH loops of wild-type ClpX play important roles in its
ability to recognize protein substrates with different classes of degradation signals. At
low substrate concentrations, AKH ClpXP is more active than wild-type ClpXP in
degrading proteins with N1, N2, and C2 signals but is less active in degrading proteins
with Cl signals. Thus, the substrate specificity of wild-type ClpX appears to represent an
evolutionary compromise in which the ability to degrade all types of substrates at
reasonable rates was selected rather than optimal degradation of N 1, N2 or C2 substrates.
Clearly, enhancing recognition/degradation of these latter ClpX substrates is possible, but
comes at the cost of reduced recognition/degradation of the Cl class of substrates, which
include proteins tagged by the ssrA quality-control system (Keiler et al., 1996; Gottesman
et al., 1998; Flynn et al., 2003). Such compromises may be common for enzymes that
have a large number of protein substrates. Indeed, mutants of the GroEL chaperonin
selected for the ability to enhance folding of a single substrate were found to have
diminished renaturation activities for other substrate proteins (Wang et al., 2002). Like
CIpXP, other energy-dependent proteases and molecular chaperones probably interact
with hundreds or even thousands of different cellular substrates (Flynn et al., 2003;
Kerner et al., 2005). Enzymes that interact with diverse substrates are likely to show
suboptimal activity for any particular substrate, and thus mutations that enhance activity
selectively will probably be far more common than would be expected for monogamous
enzymes.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Degradation and ATPase assays as well as overexpression and purification of ClpX,
ClpX mutants, ClpP, and substrates followed published protocols (Kim et al., 2000;
Flynn et al., 2001; 2003; Siddiqui et al., 2004; Kenniston et al., 2003; 2005). The His 6-
tagged AKH, RAH, and RKA were purified by Ni++-NTA chromatography and gel
filtration on a Pharmacia Sephacryl 16/60 S-300 column. Untagged AKH ClpX was
purified by sequential chromatography steps using a Pharmacia 16/10 phenyl sepharose
column, a Sephacryl 16/60 S-300 column, and a 16/10 Q sepharose column. Arc
substrates contained Arc residues 1-53 followed by H6KNQHE. The sequences of the
ssrA, ,O, MuA, and OmpA degradation tags are shown in Fig. 1B. Titin substrates
contained the I27 domain of human titin, a His 6 tag, either a C-terminal ssrA tag or an N-
terminal XO tag, and were denatured by carboxymethylation (Kenniston et al., 2003). The
NH2-CAANDENYALAA-COO- and NH2-CAANDENYALAA-CONH 2 peptides (Kim
et al., 2000) were synthesized by the MIT Biopolymers Facility. Degradation assays were
performed at 30 °C in a buffer containing 25 mM Hepes (pH 7.6), 100 mM KCI, 10 mM
MgCl2, and 10% glycerol with an ATP regeneration system containing 4 mM ATP, 16
mM creatine phosphate, and 0.32 mg/mL creatine phosphokinase.
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APPENDIX B
Supplementary Material for Chapter Three
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The experiments depicted below show degradation of XO-Arc and Arc-ssrA by His 6-tagged
wild-type ClpXP and variants containing the R228A (AKH), K229A (RAH), and H230A
(RKA) substitutions in the RKH loop. In these assays, the RKA variant showed no significant
activity against either substrate, whereas the AKH and RAH variants were similar in degrading
WO-Arc faster and Arc-ssrA slower than the wild-type enzyme. The His 6-tagged ClpX proteins
AKH, RAH, and RKA autodegraded themselves due to the presence of the His 6-tag. This
autodegradation did not occur for enzymes without the His 6-tag.
XO-arc degradation
0 3 6 12 0 3 6 12 0 3 6 12 0 3 6 12 min
WT AKH RAH RKA
Arc-ssrA degradation
0 3 6 10 0 3 6 10 0 3 6 10 0 3 6 10 min
WT AKH RAH RKA
Figure 1: Activity of His 6-tagged ClpX mutants. SDS-PAGE assays of the ClpP
degradation of XO-Arc or Arc-ssrA (5 [M) supported by His 6-tagged wild-type ClpX or
three variants with mutations in the RKH loop (0.3 1 M). Assays were conducted using
the conditions listed in Figure 1 of Chapter 3.
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The experiment presented below shows that AKH-ClpX/ClpP catalyzes a faster rate of
ATP hydrolysis in the presence of XO-Arc substrate than wild-type ClpXP.
WT ClpX
'4UU
300
200
+AO-Arc
AKH ClpX
+,O-Arc
Figure 2: ATP hydrolysis by WT and AKH ClpX. Rates of hydrolysis of ATP (2.5 mM)
catalyzed by wild-type and AKH ClpX (0.3 tM) in the presence or absence of ClpP (0.8
tM) and with or without XO-Arc (70 gM). Experiments were performed as previously
described (Burton et al., 2001).
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CHAPTER FOUR
Removing the basic RKH loop from ClpX strongly influences substrate
selectivity
104
INTRODUCTION
In chapter 3, I showed that the basic loop of ClpX plays a role in substrate recognition. A
point mutation that replaced arginine in the RKH motif with alanine resulted in a
significant switch in substrate specificity. The AKH mutant was able to bind and mediate
ClpP degradation of substrates carrying NI, N2, and C2-motif degradation tags better
than wild-type ClpX. By contrast, AKH-ClpX/ClpP bound and degraded ssrA-tagged
substrates more poorly than the wild-type enzyme. Although the AKH mutation had a
dramatic effect on enzyme selectivity, it was unclear whether the rest of the RKH loop
was needed for ClpX substrate recognition or other activities. To address this question, I
examined the consequences of replacing the entire RKH loop (red) with a linker
consisting of four glycines (green) as shown below.
WT ClpX EGTVAAVPPQGGRKHPQQEFLQVDTS
4G ClpX EGTVAGGGG------------QVDTS
Figure 1: Sequence of the 4G ClpX mutant. The 4G ClpX mutant replaces the wild-type
RKH loop (red) with a four-glycine linker (green).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The 4G mutant behaved similarly to wild-type ClpX during purification. As assayed by
SDS-PAGE, I found that 4G ClpX supported little if any ClpP degradation of the
unfolded model substrate, CM-titin-ssrA, over 60 min (Fig. 2). By contrast, AKH-
ClpX/ClpP degraded almost all of this substrate within 20 min. When SspB, an adaptor
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that helps ssrA-tagged substrates bind ClpX (Levchenko et al., 2000) was included in the
assay, degradation of the CM-titin-ssrA substrate by 4G-ClpX/ClpP was observed (Fig.
2). Apparently, the 4G ClpX mutant binds ssrA-tagged substrates with even lower
affinity than AKH ClpX, but this defect can be partially rescued by SspB. Nevertheless,
4G ClpX must be able to interact with ClpP and support translocation of substrates into
ClpP for degradation. While it can interact with ClpP, the 4G ClpX mutant appears to do
so more weakly than the wild-type enzyme. This may be due to a possible structural
disruption of the pore 2 loop of ClpX which is thought to interact with ClpP (Andreas
Martin, submitted for publication). In fact, for all degradation reactions using 4G ClpX I
had to add in 10-fold more ClpP to allow for maximal degradation. These increased
levels of ClpP do not interfere with the overall assays or the degradation reactions.
0 20 40 60 0 20 40 60 0 20 40 60 min
AKH ClpX 4G ClpX 4G ClpX + SspB
Figure 2: Degradation by the 4G CIpX mutant. SDS-PAGE assay of degradation of the
unfolded substrate CM-titin-ssrA (5 tM) incubated with 0.8 gM CIpP and 0.3 gM AKH
ClpX, 8 tM CIpP and 0.3 [tM 4G ClpX, or 8 jM ClpP, 0.3 jM 4G ClpX and 5 [LM
SspB. Assay conditions were the same as used in Fig. 1 of chapter 3.
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Next, I assayed the activity of 4G ClpX in supporting ClpP degradation of the C2, N1,
and N2 substrates Arc-MuA, XO-Arc, and OmpA-Arc, respectively (Fig.3). Interestingly,
the 4G mutant supported faster degradation of the C2-motif and N2-motif substrates than
AKH ClpX (Fig. 3). The NI-motif XO-tagged substrate was degraded at approximately
the same rate by both enzymes. These results confirm that the RKH loop is dispensible
OmpA-Arc 4 ma
0 2 4 6 0 2 4 6mmin
AKH ClpX 4G ClpX
Arc-MuA -
0 2 4 6 0 2 4 6min
AKH ClpX 4G ClpX
WO-Arc
0 1 3 5 0 1 3 5min
AKH ClpX 4G ClpX
Figure 3: SDS-PAGE degradation assays by AKH and 4G ClpX for multiple substrates.
5 gM of OmpA-Arc, Arc-MuA, or XO-Arc was incubated with 0.3 gM AKH CIpXP or
4G ClpXP for the times indicated using the conditions listed in Fig. I of chapter 3. See
Fig. IB of chapter 3 for a description of these substrates.
for most, if not all, activities of ClpX other than recognition of ssrA-tagged and other Cl -
class substrates. The AKH mutant removes 6 positively charged side chains from the
hexamer ClpX, whereas the G4 mutant removes 18 basic residues. Because the MuA tag
(4 basic residues; 1 COO-) and OmpA tags (2 basic residues; 1 NH3+) are more basic than
the XO tag (1 basic residue; 1 NH3+), these results suggest that the wild-type RKH loop
weakens binding to degradation tags with a net positive charge. Because, many ClpX
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recognition tags are rich in basic character, however, some other part of ClpX must
interact favorably with these residues. One prediction of this model is that increasing the
basic character of a Cl degradation tag (which normally has a net negative charge)
should improve recognition by ClpX RKH-loop variants.
To test if additional basic residues in a C I degradation tag would improve recognition by
the 4G or AKH enzymes, I constructed a substrate (Arc-LRR) in which the C-terminal
AA residues of of the ssrA tag were mutated to RR. The 4G-ClpXP enzyme degraded
Arc-LRR faster than AKH-ClpXP (Fig. 4). AKH-ClpXP degraded this substrate faster
than wild-type ClpXP. These results suggest that positive charges in a Cl degradation tag
improve recognition by mutant enzymes with reduced positive charge in the RKH loop.
0 10 20 30 40 0 10 20 30 40 0 10 20 30 40 min
WT ClpXP AKH CIpXP 4G ClpXP
Figure 4: Arc-LRR degradations. SDS-PAGE assays of the degradation of Arc-LRR (10
jM) by 0.3 jiM wild-type CIpXP, AKH-ClpXP, or 4G-ClpXP.
In summary, these experiments show that the basic character of the RKH loop of ClpX
has a profound influence on substrate selectivity. Deleting the entire loop removes 18
basic residues from the top of the central channel of ClpX and improves degradation of
several different substrates that have basic residues in their degradation tags. At the same
time, deletion of the RKH loop appears to weaken recognition of the ssrA tag, which has
a net negative charge, even more than the AKH mutation. Thus, the positive character of
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the wild-type RKH loop serves both to attract Cl-motif substrates and worsen binding of
other classes of substrates.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The wild-type, AKH, and 4G ClpX proteins were purified by sequential chromatography
steps using a Pharmacia 16/10 phenyl Sepharose column, a Sephacryl 16/60 S-300
column, and a 16/10 Q Sepharose column. Arc substrates contained Arc residues 1-53
followed by H6KNQHE. The sequences of the ssrA, XO, MuA, and OmpA degradation
tags are shown in Figure IB of Chapter 3. Arc-LRR had -AANDENYALRR appended to
its C-terminus. Titin substrates contained the 127 domain of human titin, a His6 tag, and a
C-terminal ssrA, and were denatured by carboxymethylation (Kenniston et al., 2003).
Degradation assays were performed as described in chapter 3 using 0.3 gM ClpX6 with
0.8 9M CIpPI4 for the wild-type and AKH ClpX reactions and 8 9M ClpP14 for the 4G
ClpX reactions.
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CHAPTER FIVE
The regulation of substrate specificity for AAA+ proteases
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The work presented in this thesis has probed how the AAA+ proteases ClpXP and ClpAP
degrade ssrA-tagged substrates in the cell and how the RKH loop of ClpX helps control
substrate specificity. A combination of adaptor levels, protease levels, and intrinsic
affinity appears to determine the overall intracellular substrate specificity of these
proteases.
I found that ClpAP can degrade ssrA-tagged substrates in vivo, but ClpXP has a higher
capacity and probably degrades most ssrA-tagged proteins during exponential growth and
possibly in stationary phase as well. The SspB and CIpS adaptor proteins play active
roles in substrate selection. Studies in vitro have shown that SspB enhances ClpXP's
ability to degrade ssrA-tagged substrates and inhibits ClpAP degradation of these
substrates (Levchenko et al., 2000, Flynn et al., 2001). My studies suggest SspB does not
significantly inhibit ClpAP degradation of ssrA-tagged substrates in vivo, because levels
of the adaptor are much lower than the overall levels of substrate. The intracellular levels
of SspB are similar to those of ClpXP, however, and SspB probably plays an important
role in enhancing degradation of substrates in the cell that bind only weakly to ClpXP by
themselves (McGinness et al., 2007). The CIpS adaptor seems to play an important role
in determining ClpAP activity against ssrA-tagged substrates. During exponential-phase
growth, I found that the ratio of ClpS to ClpAP was high enough to prevent ClpAP from
efficiently engaging ssrA-tagged substrates. Overexpressing ssrA-tagged substrates in
vivo increased their degradation rates by ClpAP dramatically, suggesting that ClpS
largely reduces Km for these substrates. Why would the cell seek to limit the degradation
of ssrA-tagged proteins by ClpAP? ClpS serves to not only inhibit ClpAP from degrading
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certain classes of substrates but also enhances its degradation of others. Perhaps the
activity of CIpAP needs to be focused on a particular class of ClpS-dependent substrates
during exponential phase. As cells transition into stationary phase, I found that ClpAP
levels increased whereas CIpS levels did not. Under these circumstances, ClpAP could
then be directed towards degradation of a different set of substrates, including ssrA-
tagged proteins. It is known that several proteins accumulate specifically in clpA- strains
during stationary phase (Weichart et al., 2003).
My work examined protease and adpator levels and regulation as cells moved from
exponential to stationary-phase growth. In Bacillus subtilus, the dynamic balancing of
protease and adaptor protein levels is critical for regulating genetic competence. At low
cell densities, the MecA adaptor binds and targets ComK for degradation by the CIpCP
protease (Turgay et al., 1997; 1998). This prevents ComK from initiating the expression
of competence genes. Upon reaching high-cell density, the expression of a second
adaptor, ComnS, begins. ComnS can bind to MecA, which displaces it from ComK. This
frees ComK to initiate the expression of genes leading to genetic competence. Proteases
and their contribution to the shaping of a dynamic proteome also play important roles in
stress responses. Both ClpX and ClpA are heat-shock proteins. I suspect that much could
be learned by studying how ClpXP and ClpAP activity is regulated as cells undergo heat-
shock and other stress responses.
In chapter two, I found that the rate of ClpXP degradation of GFP-ssrA in vivo appeared
to be 20-fold faster than the rate measured in vitro (Kim et al., 2000). A number of
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reasons could explain this discrepency. One possibility is that the majority of ClpXP
degradation in vivo occurs before GFP-ssrA has folded. Other possibilities include the
idea that degradation may be faster at 37 'C, faster in the crowded environment of the
cytoplasm, or faster because there are other stimulatory molecules in the cell that are not
present in the in vitro assays. It will be interesting to determine the cause of the observed
difference in ClpXP activity in vivo and in vitro, as this could provide new information
about ClpXP function in the cell.
In chapter 3, I focused on understanding how ClpX binds its substrates. Unlike many
enzymes, CIpX and other chaperones must bind a large number of diverse substrates,
many with significantly different degradation tags. As a result, ClpX is likely to have a
reasonably flexible binding site or sites. There is currently no crystal structure showing
ClpX with bound substrate and only limited information is available on the topic.
Understanding how substrates bind ClpX is a critical step in learning more about this
molecular machine. I explored the role of the flexible "RKH" loop, which surrounds the
entrance to the central pore or channel of ClpX, and found that it appeared to reduce
binding of some classes of substrates and served as a strong binding determinant for
others. The AKH mutation in this loop resulted in a 300-fold change in ClpXP substrate
specificity. Substrates with degradation tags with an overall postive charge were bound
and degraded significantly better by the mutant enzyme than by wild-type ClpXP. By
removing a basic residue from the RKH loop, the cluster of positive charge formed by the
loops at top of the pore is attenuated. This may weaken electrostatic repulsion between
the enzyme and substrate, thus allowing better binding. At the same time, the basic
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character of the wild-type RKH loop appears to be an important binding determinant for
the Cl-motif class of degradation tags, apparently contributing to recognition of the
negatively charged C-terminal carboxylate. These results suggest that ClpX has not
evolved to optimize recognition and degradation of any single type of substrate but rather
to degrade many different classes of substrates at reasonable rates. This tradeoff may be a
common design feature in the binding sites of other enzymes that need to interact with
numerous types of substrates.
Many questions remain to be answered about how ClpX binds substrates and translocates
them through its central pore. Does the RKH loop serve only to attract the ot-carboxylate
of substrates or does it also recognize other features of degradation tags? Some
degradation tags appear to tether substrates to the N-domain of ClpX. How are these
substrates subsequently engaged by the central pore? What parts of ClpX actively
recognize the basic character of N I, N2, and C2 degradation signals? How do the GYVG
and pore-2 loops of ClpX contribute to binding ssrA-tagged substrates and other
degardation tags (Siddiqui et al., 2004, Andreas Martin, personal communication)? Is it
possible to select for or design ClpX mutants that recognize radically different
degradation tags?
In this thesis, I have studied some of the ways in which the interaction of substrates with
the E. coli ClpXP and ClpAP proteases is mediated and regulated. Substrate selection
must be finely balanced for enzymes that function in the destruction of other proteins.
These enzymes must have the flexibility to recognize and engage multiple classes of
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substrates. At the same time, however, the binding sites must be specialized enough to
prevent nonspecific degradation of cellular proteins. In addition, the overall timing of the
degradation of specific proteins must also be tightly controlled to ensure the maintenance
of the proteome and its ability to quickly respond to environmental changes. My work
has demonstrated that the cell uses a combination of enzyme architecture, enzymatic
levels, and the expression of adaptor proteins to balance all of these concerns and to
control AAA+ proteases and their activities.
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